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*** Please take notice that the Oneida County Sheriff's Office still has 
custody of Appellant's civil case files needed for a complete 
briefing of this appeal. Although the record shows that Appellant 
has filed more than 3 petitions to return her records in re Oneida 
County case no. 2011-CR-719 as shown on the iStars docket, the 
judge has yet to order the return of appellant's files to complete 
out this appeal. Accordingly, Appellant will be petitioning this court 
in an ex parte motion to direct the return of Appellant's case files and 
computers to given non-response by the criminal court. 
VERIFIED STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
1. On October 11,2011, ADJ Nye entered an Order To Show Cause to 
declare Appellant a vexatious litigant in the state of Idaho based on the alleged entry of 
several prior foreign contempt injunctions entered against appellant and decreeing 
appellant a vexatious litigant. On page 2 of the OSC, ADJ Nye cited to these [void] 
foreign civil contempt injunctions which purportedly justified the entry of a vexatious 
litigant order against appellant by ADJ Nye. R: 4. The referenced foreign civil contempt 
injunctions/judgments were issued by: (1) the Utah Supreme Court; (2) the 9 th circuit 
court of appeals; (3) the Federal District Court in Idaho, and (4) the United States 
Supreme Court. 1 ADJ Nye also cited the provision of IAR 59 (d)(1) which states that a 
person may also be declared vexatious if they have prosecuted at least three litigations 
that have been determined adversely to that person within a 7 year period and he 
subsequently cited to three cases pending in Oneida County which were dismissed for 
lack of subject matter or personal jurisdiction and did not include adverse 
determinations on the merits of any controversies placed before the 6th District courts. 2 
2. Appellant received service of ADJ Nye's OSC by certified mail on October 
14, 2011. Under IAR 59, Appellant had 14 days to respond to the OSC. The last day 
Appellant could have responded was by October 28,2011. 
3. After receipt of the foregoing OSC, the District Court Clerk Diane 
1. ADJ Nye also cited to a Texas vexatious litigant order which was based solely on 
the Utah Supreme Court order decreeing Appellant vexatious. Accordingly if Appellant 
establishes that the Utah Supreme Court civil contempt injunction is void, then the Texas 
contempt order is equally void as based on a void order. See V.T.A., Inc. v. Airco, Inc., 597 F.2d 
220, 224 n.8 (10th Cir. 1979) (where underlying judgment is void, so also is any process based 
on that void judgment.). Further, ADJ Nye also claimed that a Montana District Court declared 
Appellant vexatious. This is a false statement as no such vexatious litigant order was ever 
entered against appellant by a Montana federal court. 
2. For example, Oneida County case no. 2011-CV-44 was dismissed for lack of 
subject matter jurisdiction for alleged failure to exhaust administrative remedies. The Kirkpatrick 
case 2011-CV-189 was dismissed for lack of personal jurisdiction. Likewise with the Evans case 
2006-0004. In none of these cases, were there adverse determinations regarding the merits of 
any of the claims in those cases. Moreover, Appellant vigorously contends that the courts consti-
tutionally errored on the jurisdictional issues summarily ruled upon by the respective courts. 
Skidmore informed appellant that there was no docket record for this administrative 
action and that appellant was to either personally file or email all of her process re the 
vexatious litigant proceedings to district court clerk Diane Skidmore only - who would 
then forward Appellant's process to ADJ Nye via e-mail. 
4. To secure the foregoing specified filing procedures, ADJ Nye 
subsequently instructed the remaining two clerks in Oneida County, not to accept any 
papers Appellant attempted to file re her vexatious litigant proceedings, nor were they 
to accept any filing fees from Appellant for purposes of registering the foreign civil 
contempt injunctions/judgments as domesticated judgments of the Oneida County court 
system. The latter order was issued to prevent Appellant from creating subject matter 
jurisdiction to attack "domesticated judgments" which attached to Appellant personally. 
See affidavits of of Elham Neilson and Anna McKennon as exhibits "1" and "2" attached 
hereto verifying these filing procedures as announced by Oneida County court clerks. 
See exhibit "3" attached hereto for clerk Diane Skidmore's testimony during a hearing 
wherein Clerk Skidmore admitted that most of Appellant's process was electronically 
filed with clerk Skidmore pursuant to Judge Nye's instructions. 
5. Three months prior to Judge Nye's OSC order, Oneida County executive 
officials conducted a search and seizure on Appellant's abode and seized all of 
appellant's paper and electronic case files; seizure acts which well exceeded the scope 
of the search warrant authorizing the seizure of USDA contracts entered into concerning 
the subject real property for determination to entitlement of real property tax exemptions. 
See Telford vs. Oneida County Board of Commissioners, case no. 2011-CV-107. 
Because the prosecutor and Sheriff had seized all of Appellant's paper and electronic 
files relevant to Appellant's lawsuits raised in ADJ Nye's OSC order, on October 18, 
2011, Appellant filed a Writ petition before Judge Nye requesting an order directing the 
Sheriff to return her electronic and paper files concerning the lawsuits raised in ADJ 
Nye's OSC order. On the evening of October 18, 2011, Appellant electronically filed a 
verification for this Writ Petition with District Court clerk Diane Skidmore. See exhibit "4" 
attached for a paper copy of this email record and see exhibit "5" attached for the 
electronic copy of all 13 emails sent to Clerk Skidmore re the vexatious litigant action. 
6. On October 19, 2011, Judge Nye summarily denied Appellant's Petition 
for a Mandamus Writ directing the sheriff to return Appellant's seized files and 
computers. ADJ also refused to relinquish jurisdiction over the administrative matter. 
7. In the interim, District court clerk Diane Skidmore was record tampering 
with all of Appellant's pending Oneida County cases in accordance with the directions by 
ADJ Nye and other 6th Judicial District judges. 3 
3. Specifically, District Court clerk Diane Skidmore engaged in the following record 
and witness tampering activities with the following Oneida County cases: 
(a) Telford v. Oneida County: Case No. 2011·CV·44 
Appellant had timely sued Oneida County under the Taxpayers Bill of Rights Act for misconduct 
relating to Appellant's 2010 property taxes as Oneida County case no. 2011-CV-44. Appellant 
filed a motion to disqualify Judge Naftz without cause at the outset of that case. District court 
clerk Diane Skidmore concealed that motion from the docket record and file. Oneida County 
executive officials then falsely imprisoned Appellant in jail one day before the scheduled hearing 
date to cause Appellant to default her appearance at Judge Naftz's scheduled disqualification 
hearing. Judge Naftz was notified that appellant had been falsely imprisoned in jail by designs 
of Oneida County executive officials (parties to the case) - in order to default Appellant's 
appearance for the disqualification hearing. Judge Naftz nevertheless conducted the 
proceedings without Appellant's appearance, Judge Naftz summarily denied Appellant's motion 
for disqualification in direct violation of the I.R.C.P. Rule 40 (d)(1) statute, and Judge Naftz 
dismissed the case for lack of subject matter jurisdiction for failure to exhaust administrative 
remedies when a claim under the Taxpayer Bill of Rights Act does not have an exhaustion 
requirement. See State v. Bitz, 93 Idaho 239 (1969) ( Upon the filing of the verified petition to 
disqualify the judge without cause, the court may not act dispostively on any merits matter.) 
On August 4,2011, Appellant filed a timely appeal in her case against Oneida 
County. Five days later, the above stated search and seizure occurred on Appellant's abode 
and Appellant was arrested for delaying the search by yelling at the Oneida County Sheriff 
officials - for seizing items outside the scope of the search warrant. When Appellant was 
released from jail, she checked the iStars docket on August 29, 2011 to see if Judge Naftz had 
granted appellant's fee waiver. Appellant had then discovered that clerk Diane Skidmore had 
concealed appellant's notice of appeal to obstruct Appellant's rights to appeal. See In re Elloie, 
No. 2005-0-1499 (La. 01/19/2006) (Judge Elloie's actions preventing appellate review by 
which legal error may be corrected, constituted judicial misconduct.). Also see Lowe v. 
Letsinger, 772 F.2d 308, 313 (7th Cir.1985) ("a court clerk does not enjoy immunity when she 
concealed entry of a post-conviction order "because the clerk's duty was a ministerial task.") 
Appellant pdf copied the iStars docket on August 29, 2011 to show that her 
notice of appeal had been concealed. Appellant subsequently filed a second notice of appeal 
on August 30, 2011. On September 20, 2011, Appellant pulled up another copy of the iStars 
docket and electronically preserved the second docket record. The second docket record 
suddenly showed appellant's original notice of appeal and fee waiver documents. Attached 
hereto as exhibit "6" is the electronic record on CD of the iStars dockets for August 29, 2011 and 
September 20, 2011 showing the foregoing efforts to tamper with this case. Appellant's motion 
continuation of footnote 3 
to disqualify Judge Naftz without cause remained concealed from the docket record however. 
Ultimately Clerk Skidmore would write a perjurious and void affidavit on behalf 
of Oneida County which would deny that plaintiff had tendered appeal filing fees to the court 
when these fees were originally tendered to clerk Janet Deuchamp, the latter who refused to 
negotiate Appellant's fees because Judge Nye instructed her not to. Refer back to affidavits of 
Neilson and McKennon attached hereto as exhibits "1" and "2". District clerk Skidmore's 
perjurious affidavit would result in the unconstitutional dismissal of Appellant's appeal in re 
Oneida County case no. 2011-CV-44 for alleged failure to pay clerk's record fees when in fact, 
these fees had been tendered to clerk Skidmore through a credit card submission and a request 
that Skidmore determine the actual charge for the clerk's record fee when Appellant was only 
seeking two records certified for the appeal, to wit: the complaint and the dismissal order. 
Skidmore did charge Appellant's credit card $113 for filings fees on this appeal but deliberately 
omitted calculating or charging Appellant for the minimal clerk's record fees. The Idaho 
Supreme Court dismissed thia appeal alleged failure to pay the filing fees and never returned 
the filing fees charged to Appellant's credit card. 
(b) State of Idaho v. Holli Telford Lundahl; Case No. 2011-CR-719 
On August 10, 2011, a criminal case was opened on the delay and obstruct charge filed 
against Appellant for yelling at sheriff's officials during the search - as Oneida County case no. 
2011-CR-719. As aforestated, Oneida County officials seized everything out of appellant's 
house during the August 10, 2011 search - including taxpayer client's privileged tax files from 
whence appellant earned a meager income. In September of 2011, Appellant filed a motion to 
return the third persons taxpayers privileged tax files seized during the search. On October 28, 
2011, Magistrate Laggis conducted a hearing on Appellant's motion to return these properties. 
At this hearing, the prosecutor falsely represented that he was bringing charges against 
Appellant in the next two weeks and that evidence from these tax files would be used to support 
felony charges against Appellant. 
During the hearing, Appellant complained that the August 9, 2011 search 
warrant made no reference to any tax files being subject to the search, and further, that the 
state had failed to file into the criminal record either the same day or next day after the search, 
the probable cause deposition affidavits, oral proceeding CD or the inventory list circumscribing 
the scope of the search warrant as required under I.C.R. 41 (f)(1) (D) and I.C. § 19-4419. 
Specifically, these rules provide: Return of papers to court. The magistrate must annex 
together the depositions (i.e. the complaining witnesses deposition statements), the 
search warrant and return, and the inventory, and return them to the next term of the 
court having power to inquire into the offenses in respect to which the search warrant 
was issued, at or before its opening on the "first day". (emphasis added). 
Appellant vigorously asserted that failure to file the deposition affidavits, oral 
proceeding CDs and an inventory list on the same day or next day after the search was 
completed, allowed Oneida County officials to fabricate criminal evidence out of competent 
original declarations seized from Appellants home on August 10, 2011 and to corruptly broaden 
the complaining witnesses for the newly fabricated criminal charges propounded against 
Appellant - to include Oneida County court officials, in particular clerk Diane Skidmore. 
The Magistrate Judge did not address Appellant's filing challenges because they 
needed to be addressed in a motion to suppress evidence before the district court. As to return 
of the third person taxpayer's files and records, on November 2, 2011 the Magistrate denied 
continuation of footnote 3 
Appellant's motion for return of these tax properties, pending the filing of future charges that 
might involve the taxpayers. Appellant appealed the Magistrate's order on November 7, 2011 
because the search warrant clearly did not include third person's confidential tax records. At the 
same time, appellant also tendered a money order for the appeal filing fee. District court clerk 
Diane Skidmore never processed appellant's filing fee or the November 7,2011 appeal during 
the entire time this criminal case was pending. Judicial Inquiry and Review Commission of 
Virginia v. Taylor, No. 090845 (Va. 11/05/2009) (Judge arrogated to herself the power to rule 
that her own decision was immune from appel/ate review by interfering with the criminal 
defendant's ability to advance an appeal. Judge removed from office). 
Moreover, two weeks after the return property hearing terminated, clerk Diane 
Skidmore would file into the criminal record the missing probable cause deposition affidavits, 
oral proceeding CD and an inventory list - after these documents had been sufficiently doctored 
by the prosecutor's office to broaden the list of probable cause complaining witnesses to include 
Skidmore and other Oneida County clerks, and then clerk Skidmore would backdate the filing 
dates of these records by three months - to the same day the search was executed in order to 
come into compliance with I.C.R. 41 (f)(1) (D) and I.C. § 19-4419. Attached hereto as 
exhibit "7" is the pdf preserved electronic criminal docket records for Oneida County criminal 
case no. 2011-CR-719 as published by the Idaho Supreme Court on August 28, 2011, 
September 20, 2011, September 21, 2011 and November 15, 2011. A consideration of all of 
these criminal docket records - show a complete absence of any probable cause deposition 
affidavits or inventory list in the criminal record coined Oneida County case no. 2011-CR-719 --
until November 15,2011. Clerk Diane Skidmore handled the criminal docket record after the 
action was appealed on November 2, 2011 and thus was the only person who could have back 
dated these records. See In the matter of Judge Jerome Troy, 306 N.E.2d 203,364 Mass. 15 
(Mass. 1973) (Judge altered court records to hide misconduct concerning an unlawful 
bail hearing. A waiver of counsel slip was fabricated to avoid disciplinary action for not offering 
defendant competent counsel. Judge removed from office.) In re Honorable Charles Probert, 
308 N.W.2d 773, 411 Mich. 210 (MI 1981) (Judge was found to have altered court and 
police records, committed perjury in the court records, and falsified judicial records, aI/ 
in an effort to cover up his misconduct." Judge removed from office.). 
(c) State of Idaho v. Holli Telford Lundahl; Case No. 2011-CR- 958 
Clerk Diane Skidmore became the state's star witness in new criminal charges advanced against 
Appellant on November 17, 2011 in re Oneida County case no. 2011-CR-958. On November 21, 
2011, Appellant was arrested and imprisoned on felony charges that Appellant had allegedly 
forged Skidmore's notary to Appellant's declarations which Appellant had filed into her Oneida 
County lawsuits. 
Judge Nye appointed his buddy judge Mitchell Brown to sit on Appellant's new 
criminal felony case irrespective that appellant requested that no 6th judicial district judge be 
allowed to sit on her criminal cases in light of the fact that the state's primary witnesses were the 
court's own clerks. Judges Brown denied Appellant's disqualification motion and retained 
arbitrary jurisdiction over Appellant's criminal cases in spite of this appearance of bias. 
Appellant adopts and incorporates as if fully set forth herein, the entirety of her 
Petition for 11 Writs of Prohibition and 1 Writ of Mandamus filed against the Honorable Mitchell 
Brown with the Idaho Supreme Court on April 4, 2012 as case no. 39826-2012. As shown in 
that Petition, Judge Brown: (1) refused to recuse (see Hultner- Wallner v. Featherstone, 48 
continuation of footnote 3 
Idaho 507, 283 P. 42 (1929) (writ of prohibition proper mechanism when a Judge refused to 
disqualify himself for cause); (2) refused to transfer venue of Appellant's criminal case to 
Cassia County; and instead pooled a jury out of a 1,000 person jury pool in Oneida County 
whose members comprised largely of persons employed by Oneida County; (3) Judge Brown 
ignored all of the rules of law going to Appellant's right to a fair trial; (4) Judge Brown purported 
to try criminal charges against Appellant, which by law, failed to state criminal offenses; (5) 
Judge Brown applauded the prosecutor for charge stacking and using his office in an extortive 
manner; (6) Judge Brown struck all of Appellant's affirmative defenses which included: (i) 
vindictive prosecution; (ii) outrageous government misconduct; and (iii) protection of property-
to cut Appellant off from presenting any defense to the concocted charges, and (7) judge Brown 
threatened to contempt Appellant and strip her of the right to represent herself if Appellant 
sought to present any evidence going to her affirmative defenses which Judge Brown had struck. 
On April 4, 2012, Appellant served the Idaho Attorney general and Judge Brown 
with her Petition for writs of prohibition and mandamus above stated. The next day, mediation 
was reopened in the case and the prosecutor moved to dismiss all of the felony charges with 
prejudice on the evening of April 5, 2012. On April 6, 2012, Appellant moved the Idaho 
Supreme Court to dismiss all pending writ and related proceedings concerning her criminal 
prosecution as MOOT. A Supreme Court clerk signed an order dismissing Appellant's writ 
proceedings as moot. See this order as exhibit "8" attached hereto. 
(d) State of Idaho v. Holli Telford Lundahl; Case No. 2011-CR- 990 
On December 15, 2011, Appellant appeared at the Oneida County courthouse pursuant to order 
of Magistrate Laggis to consult with assigned shadow counsel. Appellant's assigned shadow 
counsel was ordered by Magistrate Laggis to serve subpoena decus tecums for Appellant's 
criminal cases. While Appellant was conferring with counsel, the Oneida County Sheriff Deputy 
Doug Williams appeared at the darkened courtroom where Appellant and counsel were engaged 
in privileged attorney- client communications - to ease drop on those communications. Shadow 
Counsel refused to comply with Magistrate Laggis' service order. Appellant fired her counsel. 
Counsel called Appellant a bitch and Appellant called counsel a son of a bitch. Appellant was 
arrested for calling her counsel a swear word during an attorney client communication. 
Appellant was arraigned on the charges on January 4,2012. On January 18, 
2012, appellant moved to dismiss the charges on the grounds that she was engaged in 
protected conduct under the First Amendment at the time she was charged and arrested. In 
response to Appellant's motion to dismiss, the prosecutor moved to dismiss the charges with 
prejudice in the interests of justice. See exhibit "9" attached hereto for this motion. On January 
31, 2012, Magistrate Laggis dismissed the charges with prejudice in the interests of justice. 
Attached hereto as exhibit "10" is this final order by Magistrate Laggis. 
On April 1 0,2012, Appellant pulled the docket record on this misdemeanor case 
when the Oneida County prosecutor alleged during a hearing in the felony case no. 2011-CR-
958 that Appellant had been convicted in this misdemeanor action. Attached hereto as exhibit 
"11" is a paper and electronic copy of the court docket as it existed on April 10, 2012 and which 
falsely showed that Appellant tendered a guilty plea to the court on January 31, 2012, that 
Magistrate Laggis accepted this guilty plea, and that Appellant was convicted. Oneida County 
clerk Regina Coburn fabricated this criminal conviction record against Appellant. Appellant 
complained to Magistrate Laggis about tampering with this docket record. Judge Laggis ordered 
the clerk to correct this docket record. Attached hereto as exhibit "12 II is this corrected docket. 
8. Before Appellant filed her verified Writ with ADJ Nye on October 18, 
2011, appellant fax filed a motion to clerk Skidmore on October 15, 2011 to disqualify 
judge Nye without cause and for cause because of Judge Nye's prior partnership interest 
with the Law offices of Merrill and Merrill before appointment to the state bench in the 
latter part of 2007. Judge Nye while a partner of Merrill and Merrill, earned a monetary 
interest off the corrupt obstruction of Idaho federal case no. 05-CV-460 and from a 
subsequent Utah case no. 06-02-1791. 
As set forth in more detail below, the foregoing Idaho law firms, in 
collusion with others, successfully obtained the unlawful false imprisonment of Appellant 
in federal jail as a pre-trial detainee for a period of more than 2 years in re USDC-Utah 
case no. 2:07-CR-272 based on false federal perjury charges which were supported by 
extortive claims by these persons that Appellant did not have a residence at 10621 S. 
Old Hwy 191, Malad City Idaho and that Appellant had allegedly forged the signature of 
a Barry Brown to an assignment contract in re USDC-Idaho case no. 05-CV-460. 
While Appellant was pre-trial detained in the federal prison system for 
more than 2 years, the foregoing lawfirms brought a fraudulent action in the state of 
Utah wherein they committed blatant perjury, forgery and fraud upon the Utah court and 
successfully obtained an ex parte judgment against Appellant which purported to extort 
appellant of any future claims. As this brief will show, the actions taken by the federal 
court in Idaho and the Utah Court were void ab initio and Appellant is entitled to pursue 
her RICO claims against these lawfirms, their attorneys and their former clients. 
Since ADJ Nye earned a monetary interest from these successfully 
obstructed suits, he was mandatorily barred from acting on any case involving Appellant 
- not only because of he financially gained from the racketeering acts, but also because 
he was a witness and a prospective conspirator to the foregoing RICO acts. 
Appellant prevailed on the previous federal criminal case brought against 
her as shown in exhibit "13" attached. Appellant is entitled to prosecute new RICO 
claims against the lawfirms of Merrill and Merrill and Craig Christensen, and in particular 
their clients, especially First American Title Insurance Company. The specific facts 
concerning these cases are listed below and addressed in the following legal argument 
mandating ADJ Nye's disqualification. Appellant's motion to disqualify Nye without 
cause and for cause was brief but definitely informing. The motion is attached hereto as 
exhibit "14". Clerk Skidmore concealed this motion from the incompetent record in this 
case ; again noting that no docket record was maintained in these administrative 
proceedings and no file was reportedly kept at the Oneida County courthouse. 4 
9. On October 19, 2011, ADJ Nye indicated in an order that he would not 
relinquish jurisdiction over the administrative action or continue the proceedings until 
Appellant's records and computers were returned. On October 25, 2011, Appellant 
filed a response to ADJ Nye's statutory violations of IRCP Rule 40(d)(1) and other rules. 
This response is shown on the electronic record of Appellant's emails to Diane Skidmore 
for the date of October 25, 2011 as seen in exhibit 5 attached hereto. 
10. A review of the clerk's record on appeal certified by Clerk Skidmore 
shows a complete absence of: (1) any order issued by ADJ Nye on October 19, 2011, 
(2) the disqualification motion fax-filed by Appellant on October 15, 2011, and (3) the 
Writ action filed by Appellant on or about October 18, 2011 upon emailing the verification 
for the writ action as shown in exhibit "4" attached. 
11. On October 20, 2011, Appellant appeared at the Oneida County 
Courthouse with Elham Neilson and Anna McKennon to file process in her vexatious 
litigant case. All persons including Appellant were told by clerk Janet Duechamp that: 
(1) clerk Diane Skidmore was away at a clerk's seminar and would not be back at her 
office until October 28, 2011; and (2) judge Nye had ordered that no clerks except 
Skidmore could file any process or take any fees submitted by Appellant. Based 
thereon, clerk Deuchamp instructed appellant to to continue to email all of her process 
4. As previously stated, there is no docket record kept on administrative 
actions according to the court clerks of Oneida County and Judge Nye's personal clerk. 
Moreover, the Idaho repository iStars docket does not contain a docket record for 
administrative actions thereby permitting a respondent to monitor the record-keeping 
activities of court personnel. See In the Matter of McGee, 452 N.E.2d 1258 (New York 
1983) (judicial misconduct for a judge to fail to comply with statutory record-
keeping requirements.). 
to clerk Skidmore's email address. See Neilson's affidavit @ exhibit "1" attached, 
paragraph 1S, and McKennon's affidavit @ exhibit "2" attached, paragraphs 3-4. This 
e-filing procedure was attested too by clerk Skidmore at a hearing conducted in 
December of 2011. See exhibit "3" attached for Skidmore's testimony. 
12. Accordingly, commencing October 23,2011 through October 28,2011, 
appellant e-filed all of her registration affidavits and rule 60(b)(4) motions attacking the 
supporting contempt judgments to clerk Diane Skidmore. These e-filings are shown 
both on paper and on CD in Appellant's exhibit "s" attached hereto. 
13. Appellant left a message on the clerk Skidmore's home phone on the 
evening of October 27, 2011, advising clerk Skidmore that Appellant would be in clerk 
Skidmore's office upon Skidmore's return from the clerk's seminar, on the morning of 
October 28, 2011 - to verify the filing of all of her responses. As promised, on the 
morning of October 28, 2011, Appellant personally appeared before Diane Skidmore to 
submit paper copies of her e-filed documents and to obtain original conformed file 
stamped caption pages to her submitted filings. Clerk Skidmore arranged to have 
deputy sheriff Mike in her office when appellant arrived because Clerk Skidmore was 
going to inform Appellant that clerk Skidmore had not received any of the 13 emails 
Appellant had sent Clerk Skidmore and as shown in exhibit "s" attached. 
Clerk Skidmore's prospective denial was pre-conceived pursuant to an 
agreement with judge Nye. In fact, Clerk Skidmore had deleted all of Appellants 
emails so as to reflect a record which showed that Appellant had not filed any 
responses. Attached hereto as exhibit "1S" is the affidavit of Rex Lewis, a forensic 
computer expert, who examined Appellant's computer hard drive and verified that no 
return mailer deamons were issued on any of the 12 emails dispatched by Appellant to 
clerk Diane Skidmore, that each dispatch was in fact successful, and that clerk 
Skidmore did in fact receive all of Appellant's emails; thereby inferring that clerk 
Skidmore deleted Appellant's emails to default Appellant. 
Appellant had a recorder with her and recorded the entire altercation with 
clerk Skidmore and Sheriff Deputy Mike. Attached hereto as exhibit "16" is a CD of 
this recorded October 28, 2011 confrontation with clerk Skidmore and Sheriff Deputy 
Mike, along with a transcript of that recorded confrontation. On the last page of the 
recorded confrontation, sheriff Mike confirms that clerk Skidmore agreed to file all of 
Appellant's paper copies of Appellant's 13 responses sent to Skidmore by email while 
Skidmore was attending the clerk's seminar. The transcript also shows that Appellant 
agreed to email Skidmore an electronic copy of exhibit "5" attached hereto as proof that 
Appellant sent Skidmore 13 emails responsive to the vexatious litigant proceeding while 
Skidmore was away from her office for 2 weeks. Appellant did send Skidmore exhibit 
"5" attached on the afternoon of October 28, 2011 - when Appellant returned home. 
(Please refer to the .. email publish date" on the bottom of each page in exhibit "5" 
attached.). 
14. Contrary to clerk Skidmore's promises made on 10-28-2011 as 
memorialized by the recording, Skidmore did not file any of Appellant's paper copies of 
Appellant's responses. Instead, Skidmore colluded with AOJ Nye to obstruct the 
administrative proceedings, by AOJ Nye backdating an order declaring Appellant 
vexatious by one day and thereby purporting to moot Appellant's paper copies submitted 
to clerk Skidmore on October 28, 2011 upon clerk Skidmore's return from the clerk's 
conference. As shown in the clerk's record @ pg. 6 in this appeal, the stamp date on 
the order declaring Appellant vexatious is October 27, 2011; a full day before 
Appellant's response time had expired on October 28, 2011. In addition, the clerk's 
record only contains the original OSC, the court's pre-mature order declaring Appellant 
vexatious, the original notice of appeal Appellant sent from jail, and the third notice of 
appeal that appellant filed when Skidmore announced during Appellant's preliminary 
hearing on the felony charges, that Appellant had not filed an appeal on the vexatious 
litigant action. 
15. To prove Skidmore had in fact received Appellant's emails on her 
computer, in November of 2011, Appellant caused Skidmore to be served with an SOT 
in Appellant's criminal case which demanded turn over of Skidmore's computer hard 
drive to a forensic expert. Appellant sought to prove that Skidmore intentionally 
deleted all 13 emails Appellant had sent Skidmore regarding the vexatious litigant 
proceeding. Attached hereto as exhibit "17" is the affidavit of Ferron Stokes who served 
clerk Skidmore with this SOT for Skidmore's office computer. As soon Skidmore was 
served, ADJ Nye made Skidmore unavailable for appearance at the December 1,2011 
hearing by sending Skidmore on a vacation. Skidmore did not appear at the December 
1,2011 hearing nor did she ever respond to the Subpoena. 
16. Skidmore was the state's lead witness in the 14 felony count criminal 
prosecution brought against Appellant. The felony criminal case was dismissed with 
prejudice on the evening of April 5, 2012 upon the prosecutor's motion because 
Appellant could prove that Oneida County officials had fabricated the criminal evidence 
supporting the felony charges. 
VERIFIED STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. This Appeal Or Alternative Writ will address three of the void contempt 
judgments entered against Appellant which impacted the unlawful jurisdiction of ADJ 
Nye over Appellant's administrative vexatious litigant proceedings in Idaho in 2011. 
Moreover, all orders referenced in ADJ Nye's OSC were predicated upon the 2003 Utah 
Supreme Court Order; that being said, if Appellant shows that the Utah Supreme Court 
civil contempt order was void, then all orders based upon that order are equally void. 
See V.T.A., Inc. v. Airco, Inc., 597 F.2d 220, 224 n.B (10th Cir. 1979) (where underlying 
judgment is void, so also is any process based on that void judgment.). 
2. As a preliminary matter, the main adjudicator in the [void] 2003 Utah 
Supreme Court civil contempt judgment entered against Appellant was justice chief 
Christine Durham, also the chief administrator over court procedures in the state of 
Utah. Appellant had a biased history with this justice. That history is as follows: 
3. In Utah, judges are permitted to retain interests in law firms for which 
they obtained partnership status prior to appointment to the bench. Utah court clerks 
are required to keep a conflict list in the clerk;s office that is available to Utah litigants 
and which details the lawfirms to which a given judge has a conflict and which permits 
that litigant to automatically challenge assignment to that judge. This is apparently not 
the case in Idaho. 
4. Justice Christine Durham of the Utah Supreme Court is and was a 1/3 
partner of the lawfirm Johnson, Durham, & Moxley. Sometime in 1997, Justice 
Durham's law firm merged with the law firm of Moxley Jones & Campbell. Justice 
Durham earns a partnership share of the income of the merged law firm of Moxley, 
Jones & Campbell. 
5. In December of 1997, Appellant filed a lawsuit against a prominent 
lending institution for unlawful debt collection and foreclosure practices as applied to 
Appellant's home mortgage debt. Appellant retained the law firm of Johnson, Durham 
and Moxley. After this law firm was retained with a substantial retainer, the merger with 
Moxley, Jones and Campbell took place. The lender Appellant sued was a prominent 
client of Moxley, Jones and Campbell ; hence a conflict accrued in Appellant's 
representation and hence the attorney - client relationship was terminated. Appellant 
demanded her sizeable retainer back from Johnson, Durham, & Moxley. When 
several months had passed and the law firm failed to refund Appellant, Appellant filed a 
bar complaint against the firm not realizing that all bar complaints were forwarded to 
justice Christine Durham as chair of the judicial counsel and Utah Bar.) Justice 
Durham quashed Appellant's bar complaint from the outset, and further, kept 
Appellant's $15,000 retainer. Thereafter, the Utah appellate court were poised to 
retaliate against Appellant. 
6. In early 1998, Appellant attempted to renew her Utah Driver's License. 
Utah refused to renew Appellant's driver's license for no just cause. Accordingly 
Appellant was prosecuted more than 16 times over a period of 5 years for driving 
without a Utah driver's license in her possession. Each time, Appellant won the 
criminal prosecutions, but the sitting judges refused to order the Utah Public Safety 
Director to renew Appellant's Utah driver's license in order to moot any future 
prosecutions against Appellant. Consequently, Appellant filed numerous appeals 
and/or writs before the Utah appellate courts seeking orders directing the trial judges to 
order the public safety director to renew Appellant's Utah drivers license. Each time the 
appellate judges at the malicious direction of Justice Christine Durham dismissed 
Appellant's petitions as moot; thus causing Appellant to be continually prosecuted. 5 
7. With the foregoing bias history in place, Justice Christine Durham without 
subject matter jurisdiction and in violation of due process, retaliated against Appellant. 
NAR LITIGATION IN UTAH STATE COURT 
AS CASE NO. 020201658 
8. In January of 2002, various Lundahl family members including 
appellant received minor dental services. 
9. In March of 2002, a dispute arose concerning the balance due on the 
Lundahl family's collective dental bill. The dental company in violation of Utah's usury 
laws, assessed the Lundahls a 300% interest fee on an account balance of $100. 
10. Within 2 weeks of the account being forwarded to a national collection 
agency, North American Recovery Services Inc. aka "NAR", NAR's attorney Olson sent 
the Lundahls a dunning letter and a small claims complaint demanding $597.21 to 
dismiss the complaint or the Lundahl's credit would be ruined. 
11. Although, the bill was seriously disputed, Kelli Lundahl paid the full 
amount demanded on March 19, 2002 which mooted the small claims action. The 
attorney promised to dismiss the small claims action as moot. Almost two weeks after 
the attorney had negotiated the payment, the attorney appeared ex parte before the 
small claims court and obtained a default judgment against Kelli Lundahl for four times 
the amount pleaded in the complaint. The NAR attorney subsequently reported the void 
default judgment against the Lundahl's credit reports. 
12. Kelli moved to set the default judgment aside as fraudulently obtained. 
Attached hereto as exhibit "18" is the order setting the default judgment aside. Kelli then 
filed a counterclaim/cross complaint for unlawful debt collection practices and abuse of 
process. NAR's counsel grafted Kelli's counterclaim from the file and then moved ex 
5. When Appellant moved to Idaho in 2003, the Idaho public Safety Director 
issued Respondent a Driver's License so as not to come in conflict with the Interstate Driver's 
License Compact Act. Appellant was no longer subject to frivolous traffic prosecutions. 
parte to dismiss the case as settled, without Kelli's knowledge, 
13. A subsequent judge vacated the fraudulent dismissal order and ordered 
the file reconstructed to include another copy of Kelli's counterclaim. See exhibit "19" 
attached for this vacation and reconstruction order. Kelli then assigned her claims to 
Appellant as a family member on the dental account. 6 Appellant filed an amended 
Counterclaim/cross complaint and served same on NAR's counsel. 
14. The case got transferred to yet another judge, a friend of NAR's counsel. 
After the transfer, NAR grafted Appellant's Amended Counterclaim from the file and 
replaced it with Kelli's original counterclaim which counsel had earlier grafted from the 
file (prior to the file being reconstructed by court order.). NAR's counsel then moved for 
summary judgment against Kelli. Kelli opposed the motion informing the court that she 
no longer owned the claims and that an amended counterclaim had been filed by 
Appellant and apparently removed from the court's file and docket record. Appellant 
moved for mandatory intervention and complained about the repeated grafting acts. The 
Judge refused to address Appellant's motions, thus forcing Appellant to file a 
mandamus Writ with the Utah Supreme Court on January 19, 2003 directing that the 
judge rule yea or nea on Appellant's motions. Appellant caused the state judge to be 
personally served with the Writ on January 24, 2003. One week later, Appellant filed 
chapter 13 bankruptcy as Utah Bankruptcy case no. 03-21660. 
6. Idaho recognizes that chose in actions are generally assignable. Capps v. FIA 
Card Servs., N.A., Docket No. 35891 (Idaho Supreme Court Oct. 2010). McCluskey v. Galland, 
95 Idaho 472, 474-75,511 P.2d 289,291-92 (1973). An assignment may be done in such a way 
to be construed as a complete sale of the claim. 6 Am.Jur.2d Assignment § 147 (1999). An 
assignment of the chose in action transfers to the assignee and divests the assignor of all control 
and right to the cause of action, and the assignee becomes the real party in interest. McCluskey, 
95 Idaho at 474, 511 P.2d at 291. Only the assignee may prosecute an action on the chose in 
action. Id. Assignment" is defined as "the transfer of rights or property." BLACK'S LAW 
DICTIONARY 115 (7th ed. 1999). American Jurisprudence, Second Edition, defines "assignment" 
as: a transfer of property or some other right from one person (the 'assignor') to another (the 
'assignee'), which confers a complete and present right in the subject matter to the assignee. 
See also England v. Mg Investments, Inc., 93 F.Supp.2d 718 (S.D. W. Va., 2000) (Fair Debt 
Collection Practice and RICO claims are assignable and the assignee takes subject to all the 
defenses and all the equities which could have been set up against the instrument in the hands 
of the assignor at the time of the assignment."). 
15. At about the same time, the state judge granted Appellant intervention, 
the state judge ruled that Appellant owned the claims subject of the litigation, and 
without giving appellant the opportunity to argue or litigate the merits of her claims, the 
state judge dismissed appellant's claims with prejudice and directed a void attorneys fee 
judgment against Kelli as the only party with money to satisfy the judgment. Attached 
hereto as exhibit "20" is the judgment entered by the state court. 
16. Appellant filed a timely rule 59 motion attacking the due process 
violations in the judgment. Appellant also removed the state action to the bankruptcy 
court under the bankruptcy removal statute - whereupon the action was assigned 
bankruptcy adversary proceeding number 03-2317. 7 The action was thereafter 
withdrawn to the Utah district court and assigned case no. 2:03-CV-1083. 
17. After Appellant had filed bankruptcy and the state judge on February 
13, 2003 had mooted the Writ action before the Utah Supreme Court by joining 
Appellant to the state litigation as the owner of the claims, appellant filed a motion to 
dismiss the Utah Supreme Court Writ proceedings as moot. See motion to dismiss as 
exhibit "21" attached hereto. (In spite of no case or controversy being before the Utah 
Supreme Court, in spite of lack of notice that contempt proceedings were being 
contemplated against Appellant, and in spite of the automatic stay and removal statutes 
of the bankruptcy code which also stripped the Utah Supreme Court of subject matter 
7. The US Supreme Court has long held in Granny Goose Food Inc. v. Teamsters, 
415 US 423, 435-438 (1974) that after removal, a final judgment entered by a state court may be 
set aside by a federal court on equitable grounds. Furthermore, removal can also occur of an 
ancillary appellate proceeding and thereby strip the appellate court of jurisdiction on related to 
subject matter. See Matter of Meyerland Co., 960 F.2d 512, 517 (5th Cir. 1992) (The power of 
Congress to authorize removal of cases on appeal has been repeatedly affirmed in Martin v. 
Hunter's Lessee, 14 US (1 Wheat) 304, 349.4 L Ed 97 (1816)); Tennessee v. Davis, 100 US 
257,269 (1880); citing Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 US (1 Wheat) 304,349,4 L.Ed. 97 (1816) 
and Hadley 981 F. Supp. 690, 691 (D.C. 1997). After removal, the federal court sitting in it's 
bankruptcy jurisdiction has exclusive jurisdiction over the removed claims. See Gen. Inv. Co. v. 
Lake Shore Ry., 260 US 261,267 (1922) (after removal, the power to alter, correct, modify or 
otherwise dispose of the case passes to the federal court.); In re Birting Fisheries, Inc., 300 
B.R. 489 (9th Cir. B.A.P. 2003) (Bankruptcy court had exclusive jurisdiction to collaterally attack 
state court order and review for conflict with either confirmed chapter 11 plan or Bankruptcy 
Code.). 
I 
jurisdiction; Justice Durham, 8 weeks later, would nevertheless enter a void civil 
contempt judgment against Appellant, ex parte, which required appellant to pay 
double attorneys fees and costs in the removed and automatically stayed NAR action -
as Utah Supreme Court case no. 200300062.) 8 
8. The following legal defects exist in the Utah Supreme Court Contempt Judgment: 
(1) The Utah Supreme Court Civil Contempt Judgment 
Violated The Automatic Stay Of The Bankruptcy Code 
The 10th Circuit had long held that where the debtor is the defendant or respondent in the 
proceeding before the court, the automatic stay bars any further prosecution of that proceeding. 
Consolidated Electric Corp., 894 F. 2d 371, 373 (10 tho Cir. 1990) (Stay applies in any official 
proceeding where the debtor is a defendant or respondent. Any continuation of that proceeding 
is taken in violation of the automatic stay and consequently is void and without effect."). Same in 
Celotex Corporation v. Bennie Edwards, et ai, Case No. 93-1504 (U.S. Supreme Ct, 1995) ; 
Sheldon v. Munford, Inc., 902 F.2d 7 (7th Cir. 1990) (Appeal by debtor-defendant is stayed); 
Borman V. Raymark Industries, Inc., 946 F.2d 1031 (3d Cir. 1991). Since the Utah Supreme 
Court judgment was a civil contempt action for attorneys fees, it was stayed. In addition it was 
also stayed because Appellant was the assignee debtor in the collection case. 
(2) The Utah Supreme Court's Judgment Was A Civil Contempt 
Judgment Which Could Not Be Entered Against Holli While 
Holli Was In Bankruptcy 
Several Courts have thoroughly analyzed the competency of a civil contempt order 
entered against a respondent who is a debtor in bankruptcy. The 5th circuit has held that "Where 
a rule violation constitutes a form of civil contempt against a debtor and an order is made during 
the pendency of a bankruptcy case, the contempt order is void as in violation of the automatic 
stay." Young v. Repine, No. 06-20807. July 22, 2008 (5th Cir. 2008). "The stay applies to all 
attempts to obtain control over causes of action that are property of a bankruptcy estate." 3 
Collier on Bankruptcy ,-r 362.03[5], at 362-20, 21 (Lawrence P. King ed., 15th ed. 1997) . The 
legal conclusions applied were: "Civil contempt proceedings are conducted to exact usually a 
monetary penalty against the alleged contemnor. The monetary penalties reduce the value of 
estate assets in the bankruptcy estate and are construed as an attempt to obtain control over 
causes of action that are property of the bankruptcy's estate. As such, any non-bankruptcy 
court contempt proceeding which seeks to create a debt against the debtor or to diminish the 
value of estate assets, is strictly prohibited by the automatic stay of the bankruptcy code." In re 
Chaparro Martinez, 293 B.R. 387 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. 2003); Foster v. Heitkemp, 670 F.2d 478 (5th 
Cir. 1982) (The automatic stay provision remains in effect as concerns all acts attempting to gain 
control over property of an estate. Any action endeavoring to obtain control over property of an 
estate is void.). Thus, "[a]ny action in which the judgment may diminish" an asset of the 
bankruptcy estate "is unquestionably subject to a stay under this sUbsection." Concurring with 
decisions made in A.H. Robins, 788 F.2d at 1001 (citing In re Johns Manville Corp., 33 B.R. 254, 
261 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983)) ; In re Gruntz, 202 F.3d 1074, 1082 (9th Cir. 2002) ; And In re 
Atkins, 176 BR 998,1006 (Bankr. D. Minn. 1994) 
The Texas Appellate Courts have thoroughly analyzed the propriety of it's state courts 
conducting any contempt proceeding that results in monetary sanctions or inhibits the debtor 
Footnote 8 continued ... 
from favorably disposing of estate assets in In re Small, Civ. No. 14-08-01075-CV (Tex. App. -
Houston (14th Dist.) 2009). Here, a Texas state court ordered the debtor to pay his wife's 
attorneys fees in a divorce proceeding while the debtor was in bankruptcy. The attorney took the 
attorneys fees judgment and applied it against the debtor's property in pursuit of foreclosure 
proceedings. The debtor was in jail but had filed a chapter 13 case before the judgment for 
attorneys fees was entered. The Texas appellate court held the civil contempt order was void as 
in violation of the bankruptcy stay because it ordered the debtor, post petition, to pay a debt of 
attorneys fees and then sought to collect against the debtor's estate which was subject to the 
automatic stay. The automatic bankruptcy stay abates any judicial proceeding against the 
debtor, depriving state courts of jurisdiction over the debtor and his property until the stay is 
lifted. Baytown St. Bank v. Nimmons, 904 S.W.2d 902, 905 (Tex. App.- Houston [1st Dist.] 
1995, writ denied); S. County Mut. Ins. Co. v. Powell, 736 S.W.2d 745, 748 (Tex. App.-Houston 
[14th Dist.] 1987, orig. proceeding). An action taken in violation of the automatic bankruptcy 
stay is void, not merely voidable. Howell v. Thompson, 839 S.W. 2d 92, 92 (Tex. 1992) (order); 
Continental Casing Corp. v. Sameadan Oil Corp., 751 S.W. 2d 499, 501 (Tex. 1988) (per 
curiam). The debtor here, Small, brought a contempt action against the attorney inside his 
bankruptcy case and was awarded upwards of $60,000 in punitive damages against the attorney 
for a deliberate violation of the automatic stay. 
Here, the case is no different. NAR and the Utah Supreme Court conducted contempt 
proceedings against Appellant while Appellant was in bankruptcy. The Utah Supreme Court's 
actions were void as in violation of the automatic stay of the bankruptcy code. 
(3) The Utah Supreme Court Entered A Civil Contempt udgment Against 
Holli On A Case Which Had Been Removed To The Bankruptcy Court 
While A Rule 59 Motion Attacking The February 13, 2003 Judgment 
Was Pending Before The Trial Court 
The Utah courts have long held that a litigant has the right to equitably attack a final 
judgment if due process defects exist in that judgment in Pioneer, 100 F.2d 770 (10th Cir. 1938). 
Here, while the case was pending at the trial level in the Utah state court, Holli timely filed a Rule 
59 motion attacking the February 13, 2003 judgment corruptly entered by Judge Quinn. The US 
Supreme Court has long held in Granny Goose Food Inc. v. Teamsters, 415 US 423, 435-438 
(1974) that after removal, a final judgment entered by a state court may be set aside by a federal 
court on equitable grounds. 
When a case is removed, it is the mandatory duty of the state court to proceed no 
further because subject matter jurisdiction has been stripped. If the state court does so, 
any resulting process is void. See National Steam-Ship Cpo Tugman, 106 US 118, 1 S 
Ct 58, 27 L.Ed 87 (1882) (After removal, the duty of the state court was to proceed no further. 
Every order thereafter made by that court was coram non judice, void.) ; Johnson v. Estelle, 625 
F.2d 75, 77 (5th Cir. 1980); Same in Job v. Calder (In re Calder), 907 F.2d 953 (10th Cir. 1990); 
Guilbot v. Vallejo, No. 14-07-00047-CV (Harris Co., TX, 2008) (Removing a case to federal court 
causes the state court to lose jurisdiction; until a certified copy of a remand order is filed with the 
state court.). See 28 U.S.C. ' 1446(d); In re Sw. Bell Tel. Co., 235 S.W.3d 619, 624 (Tex. 
2007»; Mapco, Inc. v. Forrest, 795 S.W.2d 700, 703 (Tex. 1990) (orig. proceeding) (holding 
that orders issued by a trial court without remand jurisdiction are void.). Accordingly 
here, if the Writ action was not considered moot by the trial court order entered on February 13, 
2003, then removal of the case in whole stripped the Utah Supreme Court of any further 
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jurisdiction over the subject matter. 
State Supreme courts have held that a judge that rules on removed matter, is stripped 
of immunity and subject to liability for violation a federal injunction. See Borkowski v. Abood, 
2008 Ohio 903 (Ohio, 2008). Affirming: Borkowski v. Abood, 861 N.E.2d 872 (Ohio App. 2006), 
where the Ohio Supreme Court held the trial Judge liable for damages to a pro se litigant for 
knowingly adjudicating a state action which had been removed from state jurisdiction under the 
federal removal statute. The Ohio Supreme Court found that the judge had deliberately chosen 
to expressly violate a federal statute prohibiting the state from acting on divested matter.) The 
same conclusion was reached in Rankin v. Howard, 633 F.2d 844, 849 (9th Cir. 1980) ; See also 
14A C. Wright, A Miller & E .. Cooper, Federal Practice & Procedure 551-53 (2d ed. 1985) (Until a 
remand order is certified and the certified remand order and file returned to the state court and 
docketed, the state court lacks jurisdiction over the removed matter.); Allman v. Hanley, 302 F.2d 
559, 562 (5th Cir. 1962) (state loses jurisdiction once removal is effected); Lowe v. Jacobs, 243 
F.2d 432, 433 (5th Cir. 1957) . 
(4) The Utah Supreme Court Civil Contempt Judgment Was Entered 
On Mooted Matter And Therefore Constituted An Advisory Opinion 
Prohibited Under Federal And State Law 
In Shipman v. Evans, 2004 UT 44 (Utah Supreme Ct 2004), the state high court re-
affirmed that Utah Courts are not authorized to deliver advisory opinions or pronounce judgments 
on abstract questions; where the justiciable controversy has been decided before judgment is 
entered by the appellate court. The appellate court's only remedy is to dismiss the appeal as 
moot following US Supreme Court law under Steffell v. Thompson, 415 US 452, 459 n. 10(1974) 
(Appellate courts without power to decide questions once the controversy has been mooted. 
Only authority is to dismiss the appeal.). Accord under Idaho law in Porter v. Speno, 13 Idaho 
600, 603, 92 P. 367,368-69 (1907) (lilt is the province of this court to hear and determine real 
controversies between litigants, but not moot questions."). 
Here, the trial court's judgment mooted the Writ proceedings before the Supreme 
Court almost 8 weeks before the court issued the civil contempt judgment against Appellant 
Holli. The Utah Supreme Court therefore lacked power to execute any judgment against Holli 
at the time the judgment was entered on the grounds of mootness. 
(5) The Utah Supreme Court Civil Contempt Judgment Was Void 
Because No OSC Notice Was Served Upon Holli Notifying Holli 
Of The Pendency Of Any Contempt Proceeding Against Holti 
The power to sanction is limited by the due process clause of the United States 
Constitution. See U.S. CONST. amend. XIV (due course of law). Idaho codifies the sanctioning 
power of the courts under Idaho Code § 1-1603(4) which provides in part: "Every court has the 
power .. [t]o compel obedience to its judgments, orders and process ... including rules set by 
that process." However that power is limited to due process of law. See I.C. § 1-1603 (8) 
"Every court has the power. .. To amend and control its process and orders, so as to make them 
conformable to law and justice. Jurisdiction is the mandatory component needed to effect 
imposition of a sanction order. See Standard v. Olesen, 74 S. Ct.768 (1954) ("No sanction can 
be imposed under the Constitution absent proof of subject matter and personal jurisdiction".); 
Same In Marks v. Vehlow, 105 Idaho 560,567, 671 P.2d 473, 480 (1983). As decisioned in US 
Supreme Court in Roadway Express, Inc. v. Piper, 447 U.S. 752, 767 (1980) procedural due 
process mandates notice, service and opportunity to respond to an order to show cause before 
18. Attached hereto as exhibit "22" is the Utah Supreme Court contempt 
judgment which is void for all of the foregoing reasons. Attached hereto as exhibit "23" is 
the bankruptcy court docket reflecting the case numbers assigned to the removed NAR 
case as it traveled through the bankruptcy courts. 
19. A review of the bankruptcy docket in exhibit "23" attached will show 
that the District Court dismissed the NAR case on September 1, 2004 as barred by the 
Rooker Feldman Doctrine. While this dismissal violated due process 9, the date of the 
dismissal is relevant in pointing out other constitutional errors committed by NAR Inc. 
20. Attached hereto as exhibit "24" is a void attorney fees judgment NAR 
obtained against Appellant, ex parte, in the very same state court action which had 
the imposition of a sanctions order under rule 38). The Notes of Advisory Committee on Rules-
1994 Amendment Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure Rule 38 provide: The amendment 
requires that before a court of appeals may impose sanctions, the person to be sanctioned must 
have notice, service and an opportunity to respond. In Gildea v. Guardian Title Company of Utah, 
2001 UT 75 (UT 2001), the Utah Supreme Court reaffirmed the procedure to be employed when 
contempt proceedings are being considered against a party." When the court considers 
sanctions on it's own initiative, due process requires the court to issue an order directing the 
party to show cause why that party has not violated (a rule), and allow the party a reasonable 
time in which to file a response. Failure to give notice via an order to show cause, results in a 
void judgment.). The Idaho Supreme Court holds to the same rules as the Utah Supreme court 
holds in Spencer v. Kootenai County, 145 Idaho 448, 454, 180 P.3d 487, 493 (2008) ( [A]n 
individual must be provided with notice and an opportunity to be heard.). The failure to give and 
serve notice upon the contempting party results in a void judgment because the court lacks 
personal jurisdiction over the alleged contempting party to enter an in personam judgment. 
Here, the face of the Utah Supreme Court contempt judgment admits to no notice 
via an order to show cause directing Holli to appear and respond for any contemptuous conduct. 
This is a "death knell" defect to the Civil Contempt judgment. It is uncontested that no notice of 
any kind was ever served upon Holli, and as aforestated, Holli was wholly unaware of the 
existence of this contempt judgment until almost one year later. Accordingly, the Utah Supreme 
Court civil contempt judgment is void ab initio for failure to serve the notice upon Respondent 
and thereby acquired jurisdiction over Respondent's person 
9. The federal court's dismissal of Appellant's case under the Rooker Feldman 
doctrine violated constitutional law. See Reitnauer v. Texas Exotic Foundation, Inc. (In re 
Reitnauer), 152 F.3d 341, 344 (5th Cir. 1998) ("Rooker Felman doctrine has no application in a 
state action that has been removed to the federal court under the bankruptcy code. After removal 
the federal court possesses subject matter jurisdiction over the removed claims."). This rule is 
consistent with other jurisdictions refusing to apply Rooker Feldman doctrine when the state 
court judgment is not complete. See also in re Dabroski, 257 BR 394, 406 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 
2001). 
been removed to the bankruptcy court more than 1 year earlier. The state court clearly 
had no subject matter jurisdiction to enter this attorney fees judgment. Moreover, NAR 
cited an address for Appellant which was a commercial massage parlor in Orem Utah. 
Appellant has never lived at this commercial massage parlor nor conducted business at 
this fabricated address. While the order claims Appellant received notice of the 
proceedings, this assertion was clearly false as appellant would have objected to any 
proceedings being conducted in light of removal of this state action to the bankruptcy 
court. Six months after this additional attorney fees judgment was entered against 
appellant without the knowledge of appellant or the federal district court acting under the 
bankruptcy code, the federal court dismissed the removed case under the Rooker 
Feldman doctrine. 
21. After NAR obtained this void judgment, NAR Inc lie ned Appellant's then 
Malad, Idaho home in December of 2005 in an effort to collect on this void judgment; 
thus creating a new cause of action for Appellant in the state of Idaho. Attached hereto 
as exhibit "25" is the property index record on appellant's then Malad, Idaho home and 
showing this lien by NAR Inc. 
*** Please take notice that the Oneida County Sheriffs Office still has 
custody of Appellant's civil case files needed for a complete 
briefing of this appeal. Although the criminal docket record 
shows that Appellant has filed more than 3 petitions to return 
her records in re Oneida County case no. 2011-CR-719 as 
shown on the iStars docket, the judge has yet to order the 
return of appellant's files to complete out this appeal. 
Accordingly, Appellant will be petitioning this court in an 
ex parte motion to direct the return of Appellant's case files 
and computers -- given non-response by the criminal court. 
Based on the foregoing, it is R lIant's intention to supplement 
// 
this appeal within the next week ,pan th 
Dated: April 29, 2012 
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Appeal No. 39497 - 2011 
In The Supreme Court For The State Of Idaho 
In The Matter Of The Order Re: Holti Lundahl Telford 
Holli Lundahl Telford I 
Petitioner 
vs. 
Honorable David C. Nye 
Respondent 
AFFIDAVIT OF ELHAM NEILSON 
IN SUPPORT OF: 
PETITIONER TELFORD'S VERIFIED MOTION TO SUSPEND THIS 
APPEAL AND REMAND THE MATTER TO AN OUT OF DISTRICT 
JUDGE TO HEAR PETITIONER'S ATTACKS ON THE VOID CONTEMPT 
INJUNCTIONS WHICH PETITIONER SOUGHT TO DOMESTICATE AS 
LOCAL JUDGMENTS ... 
Appeal From The District Court Sixth Judicial District, State of Idaho 
Administrative Action Case NO. 2011-3 
Holli Lundahl Telford 
10621 S. Old Hwy 191 
Malad City. Idaho 83252 
I 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
P .O.Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
State of Utah 
: ss 
County Of Salt Lake 
I, Elham Neilson, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and so 
competently attest thereto. 
2. I have known the Respondent Holli Telford for many years. I 
communicated with Holli via personal visits and via phone when Holli was 
falsely imprisoned in various jails as a federal prisoner for three years as a 
pre-trial detainee, in part by malicious actions of Oneida county officials, 
U.S. Bank, NAR Inc. and the Evans defendants, all named defendants in 
suits Holli had filed in the Oneida County Courthouse and the Idaho federal 
court since December of 2005. 
3. When Respondent resided at the house with Jim Keddington 
from 2005 to 2006 and before Holli was falsely imprisoned in jail for three 
years as a pre-trial detainee based on the false allegations of the aforestated 
tortfeasors, the Idaho farm house was fully functional and furnished. 
4. After Holli was arrested and seized at her Idaho home on 
October 16, 2006 for federal perjury based upon alleged jurisdictional fraud 
for claiming she owned and resided at a home in Ma lad Idaho, I was 
immediately contacted and notified of Holli's seizure. I maintained contact 
with Holli and filed papers for Holli with the federal courts during this period in 
time and the process I filed on Holli's behalf corruptN disappeared from the 
I 
federal records. I still have original conformed copies of many of the 
documents I filed on Holli's behalf to secure her earlier release. 
5. I was present at a federal bail hearing conducted on May 4, 
2007 where an Oneida County deputy Sheriff Schwartz presented false 
continually refised to grant Holli property tax exemptions in violation of the 
Idaho constitution. 
14. On October 20,2011, I appeared at the Oneida County 
courthouse with Holli and another person, Ann McKenna. We appeared for 
the purpose of picking up: (1) conformed copies of Ho\li's purportedly "file 
stamped" affidavit re filing foreign judgments, (2) the receipt showing 
payment of the filing fees for the registration of the foreign judgments, (3) 
and the receipt fo the filing fees on Holli's appeal in her lawsuit against 
Oneida County officials. 
15. Clerk Duechamps informed us, that Clerk Skidmore had left 
for a clerk's Seminar in Pocatello Idaho and would not be returning to her 
office until October 28, 2011, and further, that Judge Nye had ordered that 
no clerks except clerk Skidmore could file any process or take any fees 
submitted by HolIL Based upon this instruction by ADJ Nye, Clerk 
Duechamps directed Holli to email all of her process to Clerk Skidmore - as 
Holli had done in all of her district court cases, and that Clerk Skidmore 
would then file Holli's filings for the date reflected on Holli's emails. As to 
the processing of filing fees, clerk Duechamps told Holli that she would give 
clerk Skidmore Holli's credit card information, and upon clerk Shidmore's 
return from the clerk's seminar, clerk Skidmore would process all of Holli's 
filing fees. 
16. Holli also simulatenously emailed me, her administrative 
responses she emailed Clerk Skidmore from the dates of October 18, 2011 
through October 28, 2011. I can therefore affirm that Holli had submitted 
process to the Oneida County Court in accordance with instructions given 
her, and that all of HoJli's submitted process was concealed. Exhibit 
"13" attached to Holli's motion to suspend and remand is an accurate copy 
~, 
· of the emails Ie-filings Holli made with clerk Skidmore for the administrative 
vexatious litigant case. As is customary with Oneida county judicial officials, 
these filings have been criminally concealed. 
You affiant saith further naught; 
~ Elham Neilson 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME T IS 4th DAY OF February 2012. 
Certificate of Service 
TINA L. OUIMETTE 
110M '.,..UNa. til ITINf 
COII .... lotitMt7tJ 
." COla .. ....... 
The undersigned certifiies that she faxed the above stated 
affidavit to the Idaho Attorney General Lawrence Wasden @ 
Fax (208) 854-8071" In addition Petitioner mailed to Attorney General 
Lawrence Wasden @ P.O.Box 837~aho,83720-0100. 
Holli Telford~ 
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Appeal No. 39497 - 2011 
In The Supreme Court For The State Of Idaho 
In The Matter Of The Order Re: Holli Lundahl Telford 
Holli Lundahl Telford, 
Petitioner 
vs. 
Honorable David C. Nye 
Respondent 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANNIE MCKENNAN 
IN SUPPORT OF: 
PETITIONER TELFORD'S VERIFIED MOTION TO SUSPEND THIS 
APPEAL AND REMAND THE MATTER TO AN OUT OF DISTRICT 
JUDGE TO HEAR PETITIONER'S A IT ACKS ON THE VOID CONTEMPT 
INJUNCTIONS WHICH PETITIONER SOUGHTTO DOMESTICATEAS 
LOCAL JUDGMENTS ... 
Appeal From The District Court Sixth Judicial District, State of Idaho 
Administrative Action Case NO. 2011-3 
Holli Lundahl Telford 
10621 S. Old Hwy 191 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
It 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
P.O.Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
State of Utah 
: ss 
County Of Salt Lake 
I, Annie McKennan, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and so 
competently attest thereto. 
2. I am aware that Oneida County property tax officials have 
continually refused to grant Holli property tax exemptions. I am also aware 
that judicial officials in Respondent's jurisdiction have improperly employed 
contempt process against Respondent to defeat Respondent's tax and civil 
rights litigation against county officials. 
3. On October 20, 2011, I appeared at the Oneida County 
courthouse with Holli and Elham Neilson. We appeared for the purpose of 
picking up: (1) conformed copies of Holli's purportedly "file stamped" 
affidavit re filing foreign judgments, (2) the receipt showing payment of the 
filing fees for the registration of the foreign judgments, (3) and the receipt for 
the filing fees on Holli's appeal in her lawsuit against Oneida County officials. 
4. Clerk Duechamps informed us, that Clerk Skidmore had left 
for a clerk's Seminar in Pocatello Idaho and would not be returning to her 
office until October 28,2011, and further, that Judge Nye had ordered that 
no clerks except clerk Skidmore could file any process or take any fees 
submitted by HolIL Based upon this instruction by ADJ Nye, Clerk 
Duechamps directed Holli to email all of her process to Clerk Skidmore -- as 
Holli had done in all of her district court cases, and that Clerk Skidmore 
would then file Holli's filings for the date reflected on Holli's emails. As to 
the processing of filing fees, clerk Duechamps told Holli that she would give 
clerk Skidmore Holli's credit card information, and upon clerk Shidmore's 
return from the clerk's seminar, clerk Skidmore would process all of Holli's 
filing fees. 
5. I am prepared to testify about the representations made to 
Respondent regarding the above stated filing procedures if this court does 
not consider my testimony herein cumulative. 
YOU/W:;::9ht; Annie McKennan 
Subscribed and Sworn To Before Me This 28th Day of February, 2012. 
~ c/I -/J_ __ _ _ NO:~~ \ \) 
Certificate of Service 
(I NOTARY PUBLIC JONATHAN NIELSEN . Commission f. 600407 My CommiteIon &pires 
. ~ " ..., 25. 20'4 
. STATE OF UTAH , 
The undersigned certifiies that she faxed the above stated 
affidavit to the Idaho Attorney General Lawrence Wasden @ 
Fax (208) 854-8071. In addition Petitioner mailed to Attorney General 
Lawrence Wasden @ P.O.Box 83720, ise Idaho 83720-0100. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
MAGISTRATES DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) T RANS C RIP T 
) 
Plaintiff, ) OF 
) 
VS. ) PRELIMINARY HEARING 
) 
HOLLI TELFORD LUNDAHL, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2011-958 
Defendant. ) 
CITY OF MALAD, COUNTY OF ONEIDA, IDAHO 
Transcript of the Preliminary Hearing held on the 9th day 
of December 2011, before the HONORABLE PAUL LAGGIS. 
APPEARANCES: DUSTIN SMITH, Oneida County 
Prosecuting Attorney, appeared 
for and in behalf of Plaintiff, 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
HOLLI TELFORD LUNDAHL, 
Defendant, appeared pro se with 
ROBERT O. ELDREDGE, Attorney at 
Law, acting as stand-by counsel 
for and in behalf of Defendant 
HOLLI TELFORD LUNDAHL. 
The Plaintiff and Defendant were 
present in the Courtroom with 
counsel, during the whole of the 
proceedings. 
WHEREUPON, the following 
proceedings and testimony were 
had and taken and entered as of 
record. 
ORDERED BY HONORABLE PAUL LAGGIS 
SHERRILL GRIMMETT, TRANSCRIBER 
COpy 
1 COURT: All right. Why don't we go sit back down? 
2 Q: Okay. Could I ask the witness to produce records on 
3 her computer of items that I did e-mail to her? 
4 COURT: Well, your attorney can get that stuff for you 
5 through discovery. 
6 Q: Because I, maybe one or two times during all of the 
7 filings I've done did I physically come into the court and 
8 actually file a document. 
9 COURT: She'll cooperate with discovery otherwise she 
10 would be held in contempt so I don't think you need to 
11 worry about that. 
12 Q: Okay. I don't have any other questions for her that 
13 I can think of. 
14 SMITH: If I could have Exhibits 1 and 3 handed to her, 
15 please, and if I may approach. 
16 COURT: One and three. 
17 SMITH: May I approach? 
18 COURT: Yes. 
19 DIANE SKIDMORE 
20 REDIRECT - SMITH 
21 Q: Diane, quite frankly I don't remember if we talked 
22 about this or not so I'm just making sure. 
23 TELFORD: I may have a couple more questions after he's 
24 done. 
25 Q: Exhibit 1, can you identify what that is? 
TRANSCRIPT OF PRELIMINARY HEARING - 205 
1 Isn't it more reasonable to believe that it's the same 
2 document and I'm having you give me multiple copies, 
3 signatures? 
4 SMITH: Objection, she's calling for speculation. 
5 COURT: She, basically, what she has said, Holli, is 
6 she doesn't remember and she thinks it was only two. 
7 Q: Only two, but there's three different notaries for 
8 the same day. So, I brought in two copies and you gave me 
9 two notaries of the same document? 
10 A: It could be several documents. 
11 Q: But you don't really know. 
12 COURT: Do you remember, Ms. Skidmore? 
13 A: No. 
14 Q: Okay. I'll establish my customary practice with 
15 another notary of my own, I guess. So, you do admit that 
16 those are your original notaries. Okay. Now, we'll go to 
17 Exhibit, okay, before I go to that. Is it my customary 
18 practice with you to e-mail my documents? 
19 A: Yes. 
20 Q: Far more than it is for me to personally bring them 
21 in. 
22 A: Yes. 
23 Q: Would I have done that 95% of the time? 
24 SMITH: Objection, Your Honor, it's calling for 
25 speculation and lacks knowledge. 
TRANSCRI?'l' OF PRELUUNARY HEARING - 193 
1 Q: Can you give me a rough percentage of time you 
2 think I would have done that? 
3 COURT: Hold on. Hold on. Let me do my job. 
4 Q: Huh? 
5 COURT: Let me do my job. Objection sustained. Rephrase 
6 your question. 
7 Q: Can you give me a percentage wise how many 
8 documents you think I e-mail versus how many I physically 
9 come in. 
10 COURT: Have you dealt with Holli a lot? 
11 A: Yes. 
12 COURT: Does she deal with things as far as filings on 
13 one way over another, in your experience? 
14 
15 
Q: It's mostly e-mail isn't it? 
COURT: Does she e-mail, fax, or file in person? 
16 A: All of the above. 
17 Q: But it's mostly e-mail isn't it? 
18 COURT: Wouldn't you agree that it's mostly e-mail, yes 
19 or no? 
20 A: There's a lot of e-mail, yes. 
21 Q: Okay, let's do this Exhibit 10. 
22 COURT: 10 and 11 are the two exhibits out of this 
23 file. 
24 Q: Okay. Is it your contention that I brought this 
25 document into you for filing? 
TRANSCRIPT OF PRELIMINARY EEARING - 194 
"" ......... _/ 
1 
2 
3 STATE OF IDAHO, 







6 I, SHERRILL L. GRIMMETT, Do hereby certify: 
7 That I am the person designated to transcribe the 
8 Preliminary Hearing as recorded on the mechanical 
9 recording device at the foregoing Hearing; That the above 
10 proceedings and evidence is a full, true and correct 
11 transcript of the Hearing as taken down by the mechanical 
12 recording device at said Hearing, as reported by me to the 
13 best of my ability. 
14 DATED this ~daYOf J'~ , 2012. 
15 
16 
17 SHERRILL L. GRIMMETT 
] 8 
19 
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Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com> 
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us 
Find attached my verification for the Writ application I filed before judge Nye 
40) verification on writ petition before Judge Nye.pdf 
i..:J 52K 
Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com> 
Tue, Oct 18, 2011 at 7:12 PM 
https:jjmail.google.comjmailj?ui=2&ik=f8cf42d58a&view=pt&search =sent&th = 13319f3c3494d4f4[10j28j2011 8:04:59 PM] 
5 
Gmail - registration of foreign judgments 
hollitelford@gmail.com I ~~'-'!!.ll fuill~ 
You are currently viewing Gmail in basic HTML. 
I as 








lalsecu n (1) 
I More Actions ... 
rn 
registration of foreign judgments 
1 of 70 
@ 




I I I I I 
Diane please file and forward judge a copy in the vexatious litigant 
case. 
tJ Affidavit submitted-filing foreign judgments.pdf 
, 1578K 




I I I I I 
Find attached a supplemental petition to file additional judgments. 
Supplemental Filing foreign judgments rule 60(b) 
':J counterclaim. pdf 
1222K L 
Reply I 




I all I I I I 
please file my response to the court's October 19, 2011 order served 
on me on October 22, 2011 
https:/ /mail.google.com/mailjh/ gga6w2Iaavkj/?&v=c&s=s&th= 1334be~45be383 [10/28/2011 2: 01: 20 PM] 
Itt) '/. 
Gmail - registration of foreign judgments 






Reply I to all I I I I 
Wed, Oct 26,2011 at 11 :15 AM 
First Rule 60(b)(4) motion to decree Idaho Supreme Court civil 
contempt judgment void 
Rule 60(b)(4) judgment decree Utah Supreme Court 
t3 contempt judgment void. 3.pdf 
3223K 
Wed, Oct 26, 2011 at 4:01 PM 
<hollitelford@gmail.com> 
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us 
I I I I I 
find attached attack on Idaho federal contempt judgment 
Rule 60(b)(4) motion decree Idaho federal judgment 
~ vOid.2.pdf 
2738K as L 
I Show 




ReDly I ail I I I I 
Diane I forget to attach exhibit 7 to the Rule 60(b)(4) motion to vacate 
the Idaho federal contempt judgment; The pleading emailed to you just 
above this email. 
Mi, ex. 7.pdf 
w 643K as 
https://mail.google .com/mailjh/gga6w2Iaavkj/?&v=c&s=s&th= 1334bed3945be383[10/28/2011 2: 01: 20 PM] 
Gmail - registration of foreign judgments 




I I I I I 
find attack on NAR attorneys fees judgment attached 








I I I I I 
My counterclaim was faxed in 10-22-11. Here's the electronic copy. 
Counterclaim Rile 60(b) Independent action -
~ vexatious litigant case. pdf 
78K L 
Fri, Oct 28, 2011 at 12:06 PM 
HalU 
<hollitelford@gmail.com> 
To: hollietelford@hotmaiLcom, elhamnielsen@gmail.com, 
eagerbeaver12@ymaiLcom 
Reply I I I I 
Affidavit submitted-filing foreign judgments.pdf 




eagerbeaver12@ymail.com More Reply Options 
https:/ /mail.google.com/mailjh/gga6w2Iaavkj/?&v=c&s=s&th= 1334bed3945be383 [10/28/2011 2: 01: 20 PM] 
Gmail - registration of foreign judgments 
Send I 1 Save Draft I [2] Include quoted text with reply 
... 1 M_or_e_A_ct_io_n_s·_·· __ .... 1 G 1 of 70 
Get new mail notifications. Download the Gmail Learn more 
You are of 
This account is open in 1 other location at this IP (216.180.185.242). Last account activity: 54 minutes 
ago. Details 
Gmail view: I basic HTML Learn more 
©2011 Google -
https:/ /mail.google.com/mail/h/gga6w2Iaavkj/?&v=c&s=s&th= 1334bed3945be383 [10/28/2011 2: 01: 20 PM] 
Gmail - (no subject) 
(no subject) 
1 message 
Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com> 
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us 
Find attached my verification for the Writ application I filed before judge Nye 
4&'1 verification on writ petition before Judge Nye.pdf 
;.::.::I 52K 
Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com> 
Tue, Oct 18,2011 at 7:12 PM 
https://mail.google.com/mailj?ui=2&ik=f8cf42d58a&view=pt&search=sent&th=13319f3c3494d4f4[10/28/2011 8:04:59 PM] 
Gmail - (no subject) 
(no subject) 
1 message 







Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com> 
Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 1 :01 PM 
https://mail.google.com/rnail/?ui=2&ik=f8cf42d58a&view=pt&search=sent&th=13322ec3743eaaff[lO/28/2011 7:58:58 PM] 
Gmail - (no subject) 
(no subject) 
1 message 
Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com> 
To: dskidmore@co.oneida.id.us 
Holli Telford <hollitelford@gmail.com> 
Fri, Oct 28, 2011 at 3:11 PM 
Diane, I couldnt get a picture of this last snapshot showing this motion so I am resending it to you. 
Rule 60(b)(4) attack on 9th circuit order.pdf 
706K 
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui = 2&ik=f8cf42d58a&view=pt&search=sent&th= 1334c96d9fO096fO[10/28/2011 7: 53: 23 PM] 
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August 29,2011 Docket 
Oneida Co. Case # 2011-CV-44 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
.. Idaho State Judiciary 
J da/~{) ~,:,p~eme Co~rt DlI~l! Ref'~ itor~~ 
Name Search 
Court Calendars 
I login I 
Court Authorized 
Users Only 
Case Number Result Page 
Oneida 
1 ea ... Found. 
HolII Lundahl TeNoni vs. Dixie B. Hubbanl, etal. 
CV.2011. •• . Other Robert 
Case·OOOOO44 District Filed: 0411512011 Subtype: Claims JUdge . ~. Status: Pending 
Defendants:Doe. 1.10 Inclu.lve, Hubbard, Dixie B. Katsllomete., Tom 
Oneida County Pelt, Dianne 




041151201.1 New Case Filed - Other.Claims 
04/1512011 Complaint Filed 
04/1512011 Summons Issued 
0411512011 Motion & Affidavit For Fee Waiver 
Petition To Administrative District Judge To Issue 
An Order Appoinllng Magistrate Paul Laggis To 
04/1512011 Sit On This Civil Action Otherwise Triable By A 
District Judge Pu~uanl To .Idaho Rules Of Civil 
Procedure Rule 82(c)(4) 
04/151201 1 Defen~ant· Hubbard, Dixie B. Appearance Dustin 
W. Smith 
04/1 512011 De~ndant Pett, Dianne Appearance Dustin W. 
Smith 
04/1"12011 Defendant Oneida County Appearance Dustin W. 
" Smith 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05125/2011 11:00 
04/1812011 AM) Motion To Waive Fees Motion To Disqualify 
For Cause 
0412012011 Summons Returned - D. Hubbard 
0412012011 Return Of Service On Summons And Verified 
Complaint D. Hubbard 
04120/2011 Summons Returned - D. Pett 
0412012011 Return Of Service On Summons And Verified 
Complaint - D. Pett 
041201201 1 Summons Returned - T. Katsilometes 
04/2012011 Return Of Service On Summons And Verified 
Comp!ainl .  T. Katsilometes 
041201201 1 Summons Returned - 0 neida County 
04/2012011 Return ?f Servj~ On Summons And Verified 
Complaint - OneIda County 
0412512011 Notice Of Hearing 
041281201 1 Motion to Dismiss 
04/2812011 Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
file:/IICllUsers/Elham/Desktop/court%20docket%2020 11-44%200neida%20county%20case.htm[8/29120 I I 8:43 :35 PM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
0412812011 Notice of Hearing on Motion to Dismliss 
0412812011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05125/2011 11 :00 
AM) MotIon To Dismiss 
0510212011 Motion To Dismiss 
0510212011 Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
0510212011 Notice Of Hearing on Mo ion to Dismiss 
05104i2011 Defendants Dixie Hubbard's, Dianne Pett's and 
I Oneida County's Motion To 0 smiss 
Memorandum In Support Of Defendants Dixie 
05104/2011 Hubbard's, Dianne Pett's, And Oneida County's 
Mollon To Dismiss 
05104/2011 Notice Of Hearing On Motion To Dismiss 
05104/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0512512011 11;00 
AM) Defendants Motion To Dismiss 
05109120"1 Supplement To Verified Complain1 Adding Doe 
, Defendant Dustin Miller 
0510912011 Summons Issued 
0511212011 Amended Retum Of Service On Summons And 
Verified Complaint On Dianne Pett 
Amended Retum Of Service On Summons And 
05/1212011 Verified Complaint On Oneida County Through 
Lon Colton 
05/121201 1 Amended Retum Of Service On Summons And 
Verified Complaint On Dustin Smith 
05/1212011 Amended Retum Of Service On Summons And 
Verified Complaint On Dixie Hubbard 
05/19/2011 Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel 
05/19/2011 Defendant: Hubbard, Dixie B. Appearance Blake 
G. Hal! 
05/191201 1 Defendant: Pett, Dianne Appearance Blake G. 
Hall 
05119/201 1 Defendant: Katsilometes, Tom Appearance Blake 
G. Hall 
0511 91201 1 Defendant: Oneida County Appearance Blake G. 
Hall 
05/191201 1 Defendant: Does 1-10, Appearance Blake G. Hall 
Hearing result for Motion held on 0512512011 
05125/2011 11:00 AM: Hearing Held DefendantS Motion To 
Dismiss 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05125/2011 
0512512011 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Motion To Waive Fees 
Motion To Disqualify For Cause 
05/25/2011 Hearing resuit for Motion held on 05/25/2011 
11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Motion To Dismiss 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motions Hearing 
date: 5/2512011 Time: 11 :30 am Courtroom: Court 
05,125/2011 reporter: Stephanie Davis Minutes Clerk: DIANE 
SKIDMORE Tape Number: Dixie Hubbard Dianne 
Peft Tom Katsilometes Oneida County Does 1-10 
District Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: 
05/25/201 1 Stephanie Davis Number of Transcript Pages for 
this Hearing estimated: More Than 100 
Petition For Writ Of Prohibition; Mandamus 
Petition For Administrative Order By Chief Jus,tice 
fi le:!I/C!/Users/ElhamlDesktop/court%20docket%2020 I 1-44%200neida%20county%20case .htm[8129120 II 8 :43:35 PM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
Appointing Out of Jurisdiction Retired Senior 
OS/2612011 Judge To Hear Plaintiffs Case; And To Strike All 
Pending Motions Until A Properly Consitituted 
Court Has Been Convened; Request For Rule 38 
Monetary Sanctions 
. 06/0112011 Minute Entry and Order 
0610212011 Order And Judgment Of Dismissal 
06/0212011 Order Of Dismissal 
0610312011 Notice of Petition Filing 
0611312011 Transmittal Of Document 
06/1312011 Order Re: Motions Supreme Court Docke No 
38824-2011 Ref. No. 11 ·280 
Plaintiffs Motion For New Trial Pursuant To Idaho 
06/1612011 Rules Of Civil Procedure Rule 59(a)(7) For 
\Nholesale Legal Errors 
07i01/201 1 Oneida County Defendants' Opposition To 
Pia n "trs Motion to Amend Complaint 
071011201 1 Affidavit of Blake G. Hall 
07/011201 1 Notice Of Hearing 
071011201 1 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/1512011 11 :00 
AM) Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion 
07!1212011 Motion To Appear Telephonically 
07/1 2,12011 Affidavit I~Support Of Motion To Appear 
Telephonically 
0711 21201 1 Statement Of Evidence Presented For Appeal 
Notice Of Filing Statement Of Evidence Presented 
07/12/201 1 In Administrative Tax Appeal In Re Holli Telford 
And RM. Telford Conducted On July 11 , 2011 
07/12/2011 Order 
Reply To the County's Opposition To Plaintiffs 
07/13/2011 Rule 59 Motion For New Tnal And To Amend 
Complaint 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
07/1 512011 07115/2011 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion 
District Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: Sheila 
07/15/2011 Dunn Number of Transcript Pages for this 
Hearing estimated: More Than 100 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Mot on Hearing date: 
7/1 512011 Time: 11 :41 am Courtroom: Court 
07/15/2011 reporter: Sheila Dunn Minutes Clerk: DIANE 
SKIDMORE Tape Number: Holti Telford, Plaintiff 
Oneida County, et ai, Defendants 
07/21/2011 Order And Judgment On Plaintiffs Mohon For 
New Trial Pursuant To JRCP 59(a)(7) 
Connedion: Public 
file :!//CilUsers/Elham/Desktop/court%20docket%2020 11-44%200neidaO/020counly%20case.htm[8129/20 II 8:43:35 PM] 
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September 20, 2011 Docket 
Oneida Co. Case # 2011-CV-44 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
Idaho State Jud· ciary 
Idaho Supreme Court D(/~l!I!~ !!~ ilor~: ... 
Name Search 
Case Number Search 
-~-"-",-. ",-"," ~,,,-.~-~.~. - .- - ~- -
I l ogin J 
Court AuthOriZed 
Users Only 
Case Number Result Page 
Oneida 
1 C .... Found. 
HolII Lundahl Telford YS. Dixie B. Hubbard, etal. 
CY.2011 . Other Robert 
Case:oOOOO44 District Filed' 0411 512011 Subtype: Claims JUdge ' :~ Status. Pending 
Defendants: Does 1·10 Inclu. lve, Hubbard, Dixie B. Kat. llomete., Tom 
OneMla County ' e tt, Dianne 




04/1512011 New Case Filed - Other Claims 
04/1512011 Complaint Filed 
04/1512011 Summons Issued 
04/1512011 . Motion & Affidavit For Fee Waiver 
Petition To Adm nistralive District Judge To Issue 
An Order Appointing Ma.gistrate Paul Laggis To 
0411 5/2011 Sit On This Civil Action Otherwise Triable By A 
District Judge Pursuant To Idaho Rules Of Civil 
Procedure Rule 82(c)(4) 
0411512011 Defe~an ' Hubbard. Dixie B. Appearance Dustin 
W . Smith 
04115/2011 Oe~ndant Pett, Dianne Appearance Dustin W 
Smith 
04/1512011 Defendant: Oneida County Appearance Dustin W. 
Smith 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05125/2011 11:00 
04/1812011 AM) Motion To Waive Fees Motion To Disqualify 
For Cause 
0412012011 Summons Returned - D. Hubbard 
04120/2011 Return Of Service On Summons And Verified 
Complaint - D. Hubbard 
04/20/201 1 Summons Returned - D. Pett 
04120/2011 Return Of Service On Summons And Verified 
Complamt - D. Pett 
0412012011 Summons Returned- T. Katsilometes 
04/201201 1 Return?f Service ?n Summons And Verified 
Complamt - T. Katsllometes 
04/20/2011 Summons Returned - Oneida County 
0412012011 Return ?fServi~ On Summons And Verified 
Complaint - Oneida County 
041251201 1 Notice Of Hearing 
04!2812011 Motion to Dismiss 
0412812011 Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
It 
file:///q/Users/Elham/Desktop/court%20docket%20as%20of%209-20-11.htm[9/20/20ll 8:35:33 AM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
0412812011 Notice of Hearing on Motion to Disrnliss 
0412812011 Hearing SchedUled (Motion 0512512011 11 :00 
AM) Motion To Dismiss 
0510212011 Motion To Dismiss 
0510212011 Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dism~ 
0510212011 Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Dismiss 
0510412011 Defendants Dixie Hubbard's, Dianne Pett's and 
Oneida County's Motion To Dismiss 
Memorandum In Support Of Defendants Dixie 
0510412011 Hubbard's, Dianne Pett's, And Oneida County's 
Motion To Dismiss 
0510412011 NoticeOf Hearing On Motion To Dismiss 
0510412011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0512512011 11 :00 
AM) Defendants Motion To Dismiss 
0510912011 Supplement To Verified Complaint Adding Doe 
Defendant Dustin Miller 
0510912011 Summons Issued 
05/1212011 Amended Return Of Service On Summons And 
Verified Complaint On Dianne Pet! 
Amended Return Of Service On Summons And 
051121'201 1 Verified Complaint On Oneida County Through 
Lon Colton 
051121201 1 Amended Return Of Service On Summons And 
Venfied Complaint On Dustin Smith 
05112/2011 Amended Retum Of Service On Summons And 
Verified Complaint On Dixie Hubbard 
05/19/2011 Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel 
05/1912011 Defendant: Hubbard, Dixie B. Appearance Blake 
G. Hall 
0511912011 Defendant: Pe Dianne Appearance Blake G. 
Hall 
0511912011 Defendant: Katsilometes,. Tom Appearance Blake 
G. Hali 
05/1912011 Defendant: Oneida County Appearance Blake G. 
Hall 
05/1912011 Defendant: Does 1-10, Appearance Blake G. IlaU 
Hearing result for Motion held on 0512512011 
0512512011 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Defendants Motion To 
Dismiss 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05125120 ' 1 
0512512011 11 :00 AM: Healing Hekl Motion To Waive Fees 
Motion To Disqualify For Cause 
05/25/2011 Hearing result for Motion held on 05125/2011 
11:00 AM. Hearing Held Motion To Dismiss 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motions Hearing 
date: 5/25/201 1 Time: 11 :30 am Courtroom: Court 
0512512011 reporter; Stephanie Davis Minutes Cieri(: DIANE 
SKIDMORE Tape Number: Dixie Hubbard Dianne 
Pet! Tom Katsilometes Oneida County Does 1~10 
District Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: 
05/25/2011 Stephanie Davis Number of Transcript Pages for 
this Hearing estimated: More Than 100 
Petition For Writ Of Prohibition; Mandamus 
Petition For Administrative Order By Chief JuSI~ce 
file:lllqlUsersIElhamIDesktoplcourt%20docket%20as%20of'10209-20-II.htm[9/20/20 II 8:35:33 AM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
Appointing Out of Jurisdiction Retired Senior 
0512612011 Judge To Hear Plamtiffs Case: AndTo Strike All 
Pend ng Motions Until A Properly Consitituted 
Court Has Been Convened: Request For Rule 38 
Monetary Sanctions 
0610112011 Minute Entry and Order 
0610212011 Order And Judgment Of Dism ssal 
0610212011 Order Of Dismissal 
0610312011 Notice of Petition Filing 
06/1312011 Transmittal Of Document 
06/1312011 Order Re: Motions Supreme Court Docket No 
38824-2011 Ref. No 11-260 
Plaintiff's Motion For ew Trial Pursuant To Idaho 
0611612011 Rules Of Civil Procedure Rule 59(a)(7) For 
Wholesale legal Errors 
0710112011 Oneida County Defendants' Opposition To 
Plaintiffs Motion \0 Amend Complaint 
0710112011 Affidavit of Blake G. Hall 
07/0112011 Notice Of Hearing 
0710112011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/1512011 11 :00 
AM) Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion .• . 
0710612011 Subpoena Duces Tecum· Civil 
07/1212011 Motion To Appear Telephonically 
0711212011 Affidavit In Support Of Motion To Appear 
Telephonically 
07/1212011 Statement Of Evidence Presented For Appeal 
Notice Of Filing Sla ement Of Evidence Presented 
0711212011 In Administrative Tax Appeal In Re Holli Telford 
And R.M Telford Conduded On July ", 2011 
0711212011 Order 
Reply To the County's Opposition To Plaintiff's 
07/13/2011 Rule 59 Motion For New Trial And To Amend 
Complaint 
Hearing result for Motion schedu ed on 
07/1512011 0711512011 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held Opposition 10 
Plaintiffs Motion 
Distrid Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: Sheila 
0711512011 Dunn Number of Transaipt Pages for this 
Hearing estimated: More Than 100 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion Hearing date: 
7/151201 1 Time: 11:41 am Courtroom. Court 
07/1512011 reporter: SheilaDunn Minutes Clerk: DIANE 
SKIDMORE T ape Number: Holli Telford, P laintiff 
One da County, et ai, Defendants 
0712112011 Order And Judgment On Plaintiff's Motion For 
. New Tria l Pursuant To IRCP 59(a)(7) 
07/2112011 Minute Entry and Order 
NOTICE OF APPEAL To Be Heard With Plaintiffs 
06/0412011 Separate Petition For Production Of The Hearing 
Transcript Dated June 21, 2011 And For Waiver 
Of Fees 
06/1612011 Motion And Affidavit For Fee Waiver 
06/1 9/2011 Motion Denied 
08/30/2011 Clerk's Certrficale Of Appeal 
file :IIIC/lUsersIElhamIDesktoplcourt%20docket%20as%20of''10209-20-11.htm[9/20/20 II 8:35:33 AM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
0813012011 Second Filed NOTICE OF APPEAL 
08/3012011 Motion And Affidavit For Fee Waiver 
Notice Of Additiional Obstruction Accusations 
0813112011 Against The County Defendants To Impede the 
Fair Prosecution OfThe Within Claims 
0910712011 Clerk's Record Due Date Suspended 
09/0712011 Order Condl 'onally DismiSSing Appeal 
0910812011 Amended Clerk's Certificate or Appeal 
09/12/2011 Notice Of Substantial Compliance With Supreme 
Court Clerk's Order Oated August 31 , 2011 
Oneida County Defendants' Opposition To 
09/151201 1 Plaintiffs Motion For Fee Waiver And Motion To 
Present Supplemental Evidence On Appeal 
Connection: Public 
file:/IICl/Users/Elham/Desktop/court%20docket%20as%20of%209-20-1 l.htm[9/201201 1 8:35:33 AM] 
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Cnarges- Date Charge 
0811012011 118-705 Realatlng or 
Obatructlng Officers 
Arrwatlng OIftcen .10".., 
Rusty,2ooo 
Pend ng _ ".;, 
CrtallOt\ 
10507 
he , . Oatefnme J""ge -".";,-,,, ... ,---.,',,"'-""'"-,,------''''''' , anngs: Heanng fype 
Count~( !nfor:-"' _ tion_ 
I!rowser Compi!ltil:l i~i!y ' 
R 'ster 
09/0612011 P I l ' 
9:30 AM .'..... . au awlS Pretria! Conference 
0' Date 
adiO/1S: 
0811 112011 New Case Filed" MIsdemeanor 
08111/201;1 Prosecutor assigned Dusbn W. Smith 
0811112011 Disqualification Of Judge · Self 
08111 f2011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 08118/2011 11 :00 AM) R8Slst and 
Obstruct Officers 
08/11/2011 Notice Of Hearing 
0811212011 Continued (Pretrial Conference 08118/2011 09:30 AM) Resist and Obstruct 
Offlcefs 
0811212011 Notice OfHear'ng 
081161201 1 Motion To Disqualify Magistrate 'M1tIout Cause Pursuant to lciaho Rules Of 
, Cr;minal Procedure Rule 25 
0811712011 Hearing resu!t /'or Prelliai Conference scheduled on 0811812011 09 30 AM: 
Hearing Vacated Resist and Obstruct Officers 
0811712011 Order of Disqualification 
0811812011 Order Of Assignment 
0811812011 Change Assigned Judge 
08/1812011 Hearing Scf'!ecIuted (Pretrial Corlference 09121/2011 09:30 AM) Resist & 
Obstrud Off 
08/181201 1 Notice Of Hearing 
Veofied Ex Parte Application For Petition For 'Alrit of ManclamI)5 For Orders: 
( ') Returning nlegal~ Seized property, (2) FOI Protedive artier, (3) For 
08/2312011 Crimina! Contempt, (4) For Spoliation Of Evidence, (5) For PresumplJon In 
Favor Of Holli, (6) For Removal of Prosecutor Dustin Sm ith. And (7) Other 
EqUItable Relief 
08/2312011 Continued (Pretrial Conference 09106/2011 09:30 AM) R8SISl & Obstruct Off 
08/23/2011 Notice Of Hearing 
08124/2011 Verification of Ex Parte Appjlcation for Petition for Wm of Mandamus for 
ORders 
0812612011 Order 
HoUi Lund.hl T.lford, .t.l. vs. ITT Corporation, etal. 
CV.2011· 




Judge: Ev a.ns S:atlis. Pending 
Defendants/Does 1-10 Inelusive, Ferguson Corporation ITT Corporation, Lauture, M.rl. 
file:!!!CiIUsersIElham!Desktop!Idaho%20Repository%20-%20Case%20History%20Page.htm [8/28120 11 5: J 5:09 PM] 
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Magistrate Judge: Laggls due: $0_00 Pending 
Ch Vlolabon Ch C' Ii 
. argas. Date arge Ita on Degree Disposition 
Register 
08/10{2011 118-705 Resisting or 10507 
Obstructing OffIcers 
Arresting OffIcer. 




0811 112011 ew Case Filed - Misdemeanor 
0811112011 Prosecutor assigned Dustin W. Smith 
0811112011 Disqualification Of Judge - Self 
0811112011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 08/18/2011 11 :00 AM) Resist 
and Obstruct Officers 
081111201 1 Notice Of Hearing 
081121201 1 Continued (Pretrial Conference 0811812011. 09:30 AM) Resist and 
Obstruct Officers " 
0811212011 Notice Of Heanng 
0811612011 Motion To Disqualify Magistrate Without Cause Pursuant to Idaho Rules 
Of Cnminai Procedure Rule 25 
0811712011 Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 08/1812011 09:30 
AM: Hearing Vacated Resist and Obstruct Officers 
08/1712011 Order of Disqualification 
08118120 11 Order Of Assignment 
08/1812011 Change Assigned Judge 
0811812011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 09/21 /2011 09:30 AM) Reslst& 
Obstruct Off 
0811812011 Notice Of Hearing 
Verified Ex Parte Application For Petit on For Writ of Mandamus For 
Orders: (1) Returning Illegally Seized Property, (2) For Protective Order, 
08/2312011 (3) For Crimina! Contempt, (4) For Spoliation Of Evidence, (5) For 
Presumption In Favor Of Holli, (6) For Removal of Prosecutor Dustin 
Smith, And (7) Other Equitable Rehef 
0812312011 Continued (Pretriai Conference 09/0612011 09:30 AM) Resist & Obstruct 
Off 
08/2312011 Notice Of Hearing 
08/241201 1 Verification of Ex Parte Application for Petition for Writ of Mandamus for 
ORders 
file:!//q/Users/ElhamlDesktop/case%20docket%209-2 1-11 .htm[9/21/201 1 4: 14:23 PM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
08/2612011 Order 
Ex Parte Motion to Disqualify Prosecutor Dustin Smith based upon a 
0813012011 conflict of interest and request to certJfy any denial order as final for 
immediate appeal 
09/0212011 Continued (Evidentiary 09/0912011 01 .30 PM) Res 5t & Obstruct Off 
091021201 1 Notice Of Hearing 
Ex-parte Motion for Orders direc:tjng Sheriff Jeff Semrad to: (1) Retum all 
IlIegaUy Seized Properfe5 taken from the Property Bearing Situs Address 
09/0212011 10621 S. Old Highway 191 , Malad, Idaho 83252 on AuguS19. 2011 . and; 
(2) Produce his Probable Cause Affidavit Supporting the August 9, 2011 
Search Warrant. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 12 
09/0212011 Ex Parte Motion to Dismiss Criminal charge of obstructing and resisting 
ali officer in the performance of his duty Pursuant to IRCR Rule 12 
09/0612011 Corrected Return Of Service 
Affidavit of Ferron Stokes in Support of Motion to remove Prosecutor and 
immediately return aU paper and electronic liles marked or labeled ferron 
09/0612011 stokes to the defendant and for njum pro tunc pro ective order as to all 
illegally seized property request for telephoniC testimony at the time of the 
scheduled hearing at my cell number listed in this affidavit 
Affidavit of Elham neilson in support of motion to remove prosecutor and 
immediately return all paper and electronic files marked or la.beled elham 
09/0612011 neilson to the defendant and for nun pro tunc protective order as to all 
illegally seized property request for telephonic testimony at the time of the 
scheduled hearing at my cell number listed in this afftdavit 
09106/2011 Request For Discovery/plaintiff 
09i071201 1 Affidavit of Dustin Smith 
Ex-parte Motion for Protective Order and Order of Criminal Contempt Re: 
09/081201 1 Properties Searched and Seized on August 9, 2011 and thereafter. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rules 12 and 16 
Ex..parte Motion REquesting Production of all discovery relevant to the 
09/08/2011 search and seizure conducted on the defendants property on August 9, 
201 1 and thereafter 
0910812011 Ex..p~rte Motion to suppress evidence on the grounds that the evidence 
was Illegally obtained 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion Hearing date: 9/9/2011 Time: 3:36 
0910912011 pm Courtroom: Court reporter: Minu es Cler1l:: COBURN Tape Number; 
Defense Attorney: Prosecutor: Dustin Smrth 
Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on 091091201 1 01 :30 PM: 
091091201 1 Hearing Held Motion to disqualify Dustin Smith Petition for Writ of 
Mandamus 
Amended Ex-parte Motion Requesting Production of all Discovery 
09J1 2/2011 RElevant to the Search and Seizure Conducted on the Defendant's 
PRoperty on August 9, 2011 and thereafter any other evidence going 
towards the charges 
09/14/2011 Minute Entry and Order 
Ex-parte Motion for Pro active ORder as to all illegally seized properties 
0911912011 taken from the property taken from the property bearing address 10621 S 
Old Highway 191 , Malad, 10 on August 9, 2011 
0912012011 Response To Request For Discovery/defendant 
Connection: Public 
file:lIICilUsers/Elham/Desktop/case%20docket%209-21-II .htm [9/21/2011 4: 14:23 PM] 
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arges' Date Charge Citation Degree Disposition 
_. Register 
08/10/2011 118·705 Resistln9 or 10507 Misdemeanor 
Obstructing OffIcers 
An'estlng OffIcer: 
Jones, Ru.ty, 2000 
of Date 
actions. 
08/1112011 New Case Filed - Misdemeanor 
0811112011 Prosecutor assigned Dustin W. Smith 
0811112011 Disqualification Of Judge - Self 
0811112011 Hearing Scheduled .(Pretrial Con~rence 08118/2011 11 :00 AM) Resist 
and Obstruct Officers . 
0811112011 No "ce Of Hearing 
0811212011 Continued (pretrial Conference 08/18/2011 09:30 AM) Resist and 
Obstruct Officers 
0811212011 Notice Of Hearing 
0811612011 Motion To Disqualify Magistrate Without Cause Pursuant to IdahO Rules 
Of Criminal Procedure Rule 25 
08/1712011 Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 08/1 81201 1 09:30 
, AM: Hearing Vacated Resist and Obstruct Officers 
0811712011 Order of Disqualification 
0811812011 Order Of Assignment 
08/1 81201 1 Change Assigned Judge 
08/1 812011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 0912112011 09:30 AM) Resist & 
Obstruct Off 
08/18/2011 Notice Of Hearing 
Verified Ex Parte Application For Petition For Writ of Mandamus For 
Orders: '1} Returning Illegally Se zed Property, (2) For Protective Order, 
081231201 1 (3) For Criminal Contempt, (4) FcrSpoiiation or Evidence, (5) Fo!' 
Presumption In Favor or Holli, (6) For Removal of Prosecutor Dustin 
Smith, And (7) Other Equitable Relief 
0812312011 ;~ntinued (Pretrial Conference 0910612011 09:30 AM) Resist & Obstruct 
0812312011 Notice Of HearirlQ 
0812412011 Verification of Ex Parte Application for Petition for Writ of Mandamus for 
ORders 
file:///CI/Users/Elham/Oesktop/doeket%20record.htm[9/22/20 II 2: 15:57 PM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
08/2612011 Order 
Ex Parte Motion to Disqualify Prosecutor Dustin Smith based upon a 
08/3012011 conflict of interest and request to certify any denial order as final for 
immediate appeal 
09/0212011 Continued (Evidentiary 0910912011 01 :30 PM) Resist & Obstrud Off 
09/0212011 Notice Of Hearing 
Ex-parte Motion for Orders diredlng Sheriff Jeff Semrad to: (1) Return all 
Illegally Seized Properties taken from the Property Bearing Situs Address 
0910212011 10621 S. Old Highway 191 , Malad, Idaho 83252 on August 9,2011, and; 
(2) Produce his Probable Cause Affidavit Supporting the August 9, 2011 
Search Warrant. Pursuant to LR.C.P. Rule 12 
09/0212011 Ex Parte Motion to Dismiss Criminal charge of obstructing and resistins 
an officer In the perfonnance of his duty Pursuant 0 IRCR Rule 12 
09106/201 1 Corrected Retum Of Service 
Affidavit of Ferron Stokes in Support of Motion to remove Prosecutor and 
immediately return all paper and electronic files mar1<ed or labeled ferron 
09/0612011 stokes to the defendant and for njum pro tunc protedive order as to all 
iIIegaUy seized property request for telephonic testimony at the time of the 
scheduled hearing at my cell number listed in this affidavit 
Affidavit of Elham neilson in support of motion to remove prosecutor and 
immediately retum all paper and electronic files marked or labeled elham 
09/0612011 neilson to the defendant and for nun pro tunc protective order as to all 
illegally seized property request for telephonic testimony al the time of the 
scheduled hearing at my cell number listed in this affidavit 
09/06120 11 Request For Discovery/plaintiff 
0910712011 Affidavit of Dustin Smith 
Ex-parte Mobon for Protective Order and Order of Criminal Contempt Re: 
09/08/2011 Properties Searched and Seized on August 9, 2011 and thereafter. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Ru!es 12 and 16 
Ex-parte Motion REquesting Production of ali discovery relevant to the 
0910812011 search and seizure conducted on the defendants property on August 9, 
2011 and thereafter 
09/08/2011 Ex-p.arte Motion :0 suppress evidence on the grounds that the evidence 
was Illegally obtained 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion Hearing date: 91912011 Time: 3:36 
09109/201 1 pm Courtroom: Court reporter: Minutes CIer1<: COBURN Tape Number: 
Defense Attomey: Prosecutor; Dustin Smith 
Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on 09/0912011 01 :30 PM: 
0910912011 Hearing Held Motion to disqualify Dustin Smith Petition for Writ of 
Mandamus 
Amended Ex-parte Motion Requesting Production of an Discovery 
09/12/2011 RElevant to the Search and Seizure Conducted on the Defendant's 
PRoperty on August 9, 2011 and thereafter any other evidence going 
towards the charges 
09/14/2011 Minute Entry and Order 
Ex-parte Motion for Protective ORder as to all illegally seized properties 
09/1 9/2011 taken from the property taken from the property bearing address 10621 S 
Old Highway 191, Ma!ad, 10 on August 9, 2011 
09/20/2011 Response To Request For Discovery/defendant 
09/21/2011 Supplemental Request for Discovery 
091211201 1 Appendix of Discovery Documents provided to the state of idaho 
09/2112011 List of Witnesses the Defendant intends to call as witnesses at tria! 
Connection: Public 
file:///CI/Users/Elham/Desktop/doeket%20reeord.htm[9/22!20 II 2: l5:57 PM] 
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Magistrate Judge: La I d SO.OO gg s ue: Pending 
Charges' Violation Charge Citation Degree Disposition 
Dae 
0811012011 11~.705 Resisting or 10507 Misdemeanor 
Obstructing Officers 
Arntsting Officer: 
Jone.s, Rusty, 2000 
Pending . 
h 
. . ' DatelTlme Judge Hearing Type 
eanngs. 
12/01/2011 . 
9:30 AM Paul Laggls Motion 
1210112011 . 
9:30 AM Paul Laggls Motion in Limine 
12101/2011 . 




0810912011 Affidavit for Search Warrant 
0811012011 Receipt, Inventory and retum of search warrant 
08/11 12011 New Case Filed - Misdemeanor 
08111/2011 Prosecutor assigned Dustin W. Smith 
08/11/2011 Disqualification Of Judge - Self 
08/11 /2011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 08/1 812011 11 :00 AM) Resist 
and Obstruct Officers 
08/1 112011 Notice Of Hearing 
08/1 212011 Continued (Pretrial Conference 08/18/2011 09:30 AM) Resist and 
Obstruct Officers 
08/12/2011 Notice Of Hearing 
08/16 '20 11 Motion To Disquafrty Magistrate Without Cause Pursuant to Idaho Rules 
I Of Criminal Procedure Rule 25 
08/1712011 Hearing ~su't for Pretrial ~onference scheduled on 08/18/2011 09: 30 
AM: Heanng Vacated ReSist and Obstruct Officers 
081171'2011 Order of Disqualification 
08/1812011 Order Of AsSignment 
08/18/2011 Change Assigned Judge 
08/18/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 0912112011 09:30 AM) Resist & 
Obstruct Off 
08/1812011 Notice Of Hearing 
https://www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResults.do[ll/IS120 II 3:33:42 AM] 
r Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
Verified Ex Parte Application For Petition For Writ of Mandamus For 
Orders: (1) Returning Illegally Seized Property, (2) For Protective Order, 
08123/2011 (3) For Crim nal Contempt. (4 ) For Spol ation Of Evidence, (5) For 
Presumption In Favor Of Holli, (6) For Removal of Prosecutor Dustin 
Smith. And (7) Other Equitable Relief 
0812312011 Continued (Pretrial Conference O9f0612011 09:30 AM) Resist & Obstruct 
Off 
0812312011 Notice Of Hearing 
0812412011 Verification of Ex Parte Application for Petition for Writ of Mandamus for 
ORders 
081261'2011 Order 
Ex Parte Motion to Disqualify Prosecutor Dustin Smith based upon a 
0813012011 conftict of interest and request to certify any denial order as final for 
immediate appeal 
09/0212011 Continued (Evidentiary 0910912011 01 :30 PM) Resist & Obstruct Off 
09/02/201 1 Notice Of Hearing 
Ex-parte Motion for Orders directing Sheriff Jeff Semrad to: (1) Return all 
Illegally SeIZed Properties taken from the Property Bearing Situs Address 
0910212011 10621 S. Old Highway 191 , Malad, Idaho 83252 on August 9, 2011, and; 
(2) Produce hiS Probable Cause Affidavit Supporting the August 9, 2011 
Search Warrant. Pursuant to I.R.C ,P. Rule 12 
09/0212011 Ex Parte Motion to Dismiss Criminal charge of obstructing and resisting 
an officer in the performance of his duty Pursuant to IRCR Rule 12 
09/06/2011 Corrected Retu rn Of Service 
Affidavit of Ferron Stokes n Support of Motion to remove Prosecutor and 
immediately retum all paper and electronic files marked or labeled ferron 
09/06/2011 stokes to the defendant and for njum pro tunc protective order as to all 
illegally seized property request for telephonic testimony at the time of the 
scheduled hearing at my cell number listed in th is affidavit 
Affidavit of Elham neiison in support of motion to remove prosecutor and 
immediately return all paper and electronic files marked or labeled elham 
0910612011 neilson to the defendant and for nun pro tunc protective order as to all 
illegally seized property request for teiephon c testimony at the time of the 
scheduled hearing at my cell number listed in this affidavit 
091061201 1 Request For Discovery/p laintiff 
09/07/2011 Affidavit of Dustin Smith 
Ex-parte Motion for Protective Order and Order of Criminal Contempt Re: 
09/08/201 1 Properties Searched and Seized on August 9, 2011 and thereafter. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rules 12 and 16 
Ex-parte Motion REquesting Production of all discovery relevant to the 
09/0812011 search and seizure conducted on the defendants property on August 9, 
2011 and thereafter 
09108120 11 Ex -parte Motion to suppress evidence on the grounds that the evidence 
was illegally obtained '. . , 
Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion Hearing date: 9f912011 Time: 3:36 
0910912011 pm Courtroom: Court reporter: Minutes Clerk: COBURN Tape Numbec 
Defense Attorney: Prosecutor: Dustin Smith 
Hearing result for Evidentiary scheduled on 09f091201 1. 01:30 PM: 
09/09/2011 Hearing Held Motion to disqualify Dustin Smith Petition for Writ of 
Mandamus 
Amended Ex-parte Motion Requesting Production of a II Discovery 
09/12/2011 RElevant to the Search and Seizure Conducted on the Defendant's 
PRoperty on August 9, 201 1 and thereafter any other evidence going 
towards the charges 
09/14/2011 Minute Entry and Order 
https:!/www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResul ts .do[l l/ 15120 II 3:33:42 AM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
Ex-parte Motion for Protective ORder as to all illegally seized properties 
09/1912011 taken from the property taken from the property bearing address 10621 S 
Old Highway 191, Malad, ID on August 9, 2011 
0912012011 Response To Request For Discovery/defendant 
0912112011 Supplemental Request for Discovery 
09121(2011 Appendix of Discovery Documents provided to the state of idaho 
0912112011 List of WItnesses the Defendant intends to call as witnesses at trial 
0912212011 No 'ce Of Service 
Request to file into the record linder seal Defendants alleged criminal 
0912312011 record 2 defendants email confirmation of her supplemental request for 
discovery to the courts clerk and prosecutor dustin smith at the same time 
ex 2 attached 
0912812011 Notice Of Service 
Verified OSC Petition To Disqualify Prosecutor Dustin Prosecutor Dustin 
1010612011 Smith For Prosecutorial Misconduct In Civi l Matters Including The One At 
Bar And For Ar1 Order Directing Magistrate laggis To Remove Prosecutor 
Dustin Smith From Prosecuting Any Criminal Case Against Holli Telford 
10/1412011 Emergency Application for various ex parte orders 
10/1712011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1012812011 09:30 AM) various motions 
1011712011 Notioe Of Hearing 
1012812011 Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 10.'28/2011 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Held motion to return property 
10/3112011 Exparte Motion to reserve ru ling on defendants motion to return property 
10/31 /2011 ~f FeIT?n S tokes in support of motion to .remove Prosecutor and 
Immediately return all paper and electrollic files 
10/31 /201' Affidavit of Marie Marchant 
11/02/2011 Minute Entry and Order 
11/031201 1 Motion In Limine 
11/03/2011 Notice Of Hearing 
11 /03;'2011 Hearing SCheduled (Motion in Limine 12/0112011 09:30 AM) Resisttng or 
Obstructing Officers 
11/0412011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12101/2011 09:30 AM) Defendants various 
motions 
11104:'2011 Hea~ng Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 12/0112011 09:30 AM) Franks 
heanng 
11/0412011 Notloe Of Hearing 
11/0412011 Objection to Franks Hearing 
11i0412011 Notice 
1110412011 Objection to Transcript Cost 
11104J20 11 Object on to Defendse Expert Witness at County Expense 
11/04/2011 Summons Returned X7 
11/07/2011 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendatns reply to response and opposrtion to the states objection to 
11/07/2011 defendants 1T,0bon for a franks hearing and OPPOSition to the states 
motion in limine to restrict defendants submission of material evidence 
11/0712011 Ex-parte Motion to reserve ruling on defendatn mot.on exparte and 
expedited motion for the court to issue an order for official transcript 
11/07/2011 Amended Affidavit of Marie Marchant 
11/07/2011 Affidavit of Ferron Stokes 
Defendants opposition to the states objection to transcript costs and 
11/07/2011 defendants motion for an order requjidng the government to provide 
transcripts of their dvd videos served upon defendant 
https:llvvww.idcourts,us/repository/caseNumberResults.do[I)1I 5/20)) 3:33:42 AM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Resul t Page 
11 /0812011 Subpoena Issued 
1111012011 Subpoena Issued 
1111412011 Subpoena Returned 
Connection: Public 
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DUSTIN W. SMITH 
Oneida County Prosecuting Attorney 
30N.lOOW. 
Malad, Idaho 83252 
Telephone: (208) 766-2201 
Facsimile: (208) 766-2202 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-2011-0990 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW Dustin W. Smith, Oneida County Prosecuting Attorney, and does hereby 
move the Court to dismiss the above-entitled matter on the basis and for the reason that such 
would be in the best interests of justice. 
DATED this ~~ day of January, 2012. 
~~ 
Oneida County Prosecuting Attorney 
Motion & Order to Dismiss. I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ 
I hereby certify that on the ..2.':::i day of January 2012, I served a true copy of the 
foregoing docurnent(s) on the artomey/person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage 
thereon, by facsimile, or causing the same to be hand delivered. 
AttomeylPerson(s): 
HOLLI TELFORD LUNDAHL 
Defendant Pro Se 
10621 S. Old Highway 191 
Malad, Idaho 83252 
Robert O. Eldredge 
Shadow Counsel for the Defendant 
1347 E. Clark Street 
Pocatello, Idaho 83201-4735 
Fax: (208) 232-0227 
Motion & Order to Dismiss, 2 
Method of Service: 
Hand Delivered 










DUSTIN W. SMITH 
Oneida County Prosecuting Attorney 
30 N. 100 W. 
Malad, Idaho 83252 
Telephone: (208) 766-2201 
Facsimile: (208) 766-2202 
Filed AT ~O'cJock~M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT OI? 'fHJi: 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 












Case No. CR-2011-0990 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
UPON MOTlON of the State, by and through the Oneida County Prosecuting Attorney, 
and good cause appearing, therefore, the above-elltitled matter is hereby dismissed. 
DATED this ~ \ day ofC.{(~ .2012 
Motion & Order 10 Dismiss, 3 
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Supreme Court ~~bsi~ __ .. Regist~r 
~ounty Information of ' Date 
actions: 
12/1912011 New Case Filed - Misdemeanor 
12/1912011 Prosecutor assl9ned Dustin W. Smith 
1211912011 Hearing SCheduled (Arraignment 011101201 209:15 AM) Disorderly 
Conduct 
1212712011 Continued (Arraignment 01/1712012 09: 15 AM) Disorderly Conduct 
1212712011 Notice Of Hearing 
121271201 1 Continued (Arraignment 01/04/2012 09:15 AM) Disorderly Conduct 
121271201 1 Notice Of Hearing 
1213012011 Continued (Arraignment 0110412012 11:00 AM) Disorderly Conduct 
01/0312012 Motion to Disqualify Judge Brown Wtthout Cause Pursuant ICR 25 
01/0412012 Hearing result for Arraignment sCheduled on 0110412012 11:00 AM: 
Arraignment I First Appearance Disorderly Conduct 
0110412012 Order of Disqualification 
01/0412012 Order of Assignment 
01 /0612012 Change Assigned Judge 
0110612012 Defendan ' Lundahl, Holh Telford Order Appointing Public Defender Public· 
defender Robert O. Eldredge Jr. 
0110612012 Hearing SCheduled (Further ProceedingsIPre-Trial Conf 01/181201209:30 
AM) Disorderly Conduct 
01 /0612012 Notice Of Hearing 
Motion for Order Removing Public Defender Robert Eldredge as 
Defendant's Appointed Counsel on the Basis that this Attomey is charged 
01/1712012 with corruptly entrap- ping the present Criminal Charges against 
Defendant in Collusion with Prosecutor Smith and will be called as a 
Hostile Wrtness 
Motion for an Order direcfng the Prosecutor to immediately produce the 
Videotape of the Surveillance Camera monitoring the Clerk's counter on 
https://www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResults.do[ 4/10/20 12 9:23 :23 PM] 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
01/1 712012 December 16, 2011 from 10'00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.; to find the Prosecutor 
in Criminal Contempt if this tape has been destroyed, and to summarily 
Dismiss the Action based on Brady Violatoos for the ioten- tiona! 
destruction of Exculpitory Evidence 
01/1812012 Second Demand to PRoduce Brady, Gigfio and Jencks Discovery 
Materials for the above stated cases or suffer aimlOal contempt sanctions 
01/18/2012 Motion to produce discovery 
Motion for Order removing public defender robert eldre<lge as defendants 
appointed counsel on the basis that this attorney is charged with 
corruptlyh entrapping the present aiminal carges against defendant in 
coUusion with prosecutor smith and will be called as a hostile WItness 
01 /1 812012 Motion for an order directing the prosecutor to immediately produce the 
video tape of teh surfveillance camera monitoring the clerks counter on 
cIeoember 16, 2011 from 10:00 AM to 1:30 PM to find the prosecutor in 
crimmal contempt if this tape has been destroyed and to summarily 
dismiss the action based on brady violations for the intentional destruction 
of exculpitory evidence 
01118J2012 Mobon to dismiss the misdemeanor complaint 
01/1812012 Response To Request For Discovery/plaintiff 
01/1812012 Plaintiff's Request For Discovery 
01/18{2012 Notice of Service 
0111812012 Defendant: Lundahl, Holli Telford Order Appointing Public Defender Public 
defender Steven Douglas Wood 
01/18/2012 Hearing result for Further Proceedings/Pre-Trial Conf scheduled on 
01 /18/201209 :30 AM: Hearing Held Disorderly Conduct 
01/18/2012 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 031211201 2 10:30 AM) 
01/18/2012 Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 0411812012 09:00 AM) 
01 /1812012 Notice Of Hearing 
01/19/2012 Minute Entry and Order 
01/1912012 Order for Jury Trial 
0112012012 Affidavit of Dustin W. Smith 
0112312012 Notice Of Service 
Ex Parte Notice To The Court That The Prosecutor Has Failed To Serve 
01/24/2012 Upon The Defendant H s Affidavit Filed Into The Court Record On 
January 20, 2012 - Thereby Denying Defendant Of The OpportunityTo 
Address Any Matter Contained In The Ex Parte Affidavit 
01 /251201 2 Motion to PRoduce Additional Discovery 
011251201 2 Motion to Dismiss 
0113112012 Court Accepts Guilty Plea 
01131/2012 STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk acton 
0113112012 STATUS CHANGED: closed 
0113112012 Order to Dismiss 
Connection: Public 
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121191201 1 New Case Filed - Misdemeanor 
1211912011 Prosecutor assigned Dustin W. Smith 
1211912011 Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 01/101201209:15 AM) Disorderly 
Conduct 
1212712011 Continued (Arraignment 011171201209:15 AM) Disorderly Conduct 
1212712011 Notice Of Hearing 
1212712011 Continued (Arraignment 01/04/201209:15 AM) Disorderly Conduct 
1212712011 Notice Of Hearing 
1213012011 Continued (Arraignment 01104/201211:00 AM) Disorderly Conduct 
01 /0312012 Motion to Disqualify Judge Brown Without Cause Pursuant ICR 25 
01/0412012 Hearing resuH for Arraignment scheduled on 01 /04/201 2 11 :00 AM: 
Arraignment I First Appearance Disorderly Conduct 
01 /0412012 Order of Disqualification 
01 /04120 12 Order of Assignment 
01/06/201 2 Change Assigned Judge 
01/0612012 Defendant: Lundahl. Holli Telford Order Appointing Public Defender Public 
defender Robert O. Eldredge Jr. 
01 /0612012 Hearing Scheduled (Further ProceedingS/Pre-Trial Conf 01/18/201 209:30 
AM) Disorderly Conduct 
01106/2012 Notice Of Hearing 
Motion for Order Removing Public Defender Robert Eldredge as 
Defendanfs Appointed Counsel on the Basis that this Attomey is charged 
0111 712012 with corruptly entrap- ping the present Criminal Charges against 
Defendant in Callus on with Prosecutor Smith and will be called as a 
Hostile Witness 
Motion for an Order directing the Prosecutor to immediately produce the 
file:IIICI/Users/hollibear/Desktop/court%20docket%2020 II-CR-990%204-28-12.htmJ 4/28/20 129:28: 15 PM] 
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Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
Videotape ofthe Surveillance Camera monitoring the Clerk's counter on 
01/17f201 2 December 16, 2011 from 10:00 a.m. 101:30 p.rn.; to find the Prosecutor 
in Criminal Contempt f this tape has been destroyed, and to summarily 
Dismiss the Action based on Brady Violations for the inten- tional 
destruction of Exculpitory Evidence 
01/1812012 Second Demand to PRoduce Brady, Giglio and Jencks Discovery 
Materials for the above stated cases or suffer criminal contempt sanct ons 
011181201 2 Motion to produce discovery 
Motion for Order removing public defender robert eldredge as defendants 
appointed counsel on the basis hat this attomey is charged with 
oorruptlyh entrapping the present aiminal carges against defendant in 
collus on with prosecutor smith and will be called as a hostile witness 
01 '1812012 Motion for an order directing the proserutor to immediately produce the 
.1 video tape of teh surfveillance camera monitoring the clerks counter on 
december 16, 2011 from 10:00 AM to 1:30 PM to find the prosecutor in 
criminal contempt if this tape has been destroyed and to summarily 
dismiss the action based on brady violations for the intentional destruction 
of exculpitory evidence 
01/1812012 Motion to dismiss the misdemeanor complaint 
01/1812012 Response To Request For Discovery/plaintiff 
01/1812012 Plaintiff's Request For Disoovery 
01/18f2012 No ce of Service 
01/1812012 Defendant Lundahl, Holli Telford Order Appointmg Public Defender Public 
defender Steven Douglas Wood 
01118f2012 Hearing resuH for Further ProoeedingslPre-Trial Conf scheduled on 
01/181201209:30 AM: Hearing Held Disorderty Conduct 
0111812012 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0312112012 10:30 AM) 
01/1812012 Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 0411812012 09:00 AM) 
01/18f2012 Notice Of Hearing 
0111912012 Minute Entry and Order 
01/1912012 Order for Jury Trial 
0112012012 Affidavit of Dustin W. Smith 
0112312012 Notice Of Service 
Ex Parte No ce To The Court That The Prosecutor Has Failed To Serve 
0112412012 Upon The Defendant His Affidavit Filed Into The Court Record On 
January 20, 2012 - Thereby Denying Defendant 01 The Opportunity To 
Address Any Matter Contained In The Ex Parte Affidavit 
01f2.512012 MobOn to PRoduce Additional Discovery 
0112512012 Motion to Dismiss 
01/31/2012 STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action 
01 13112012 STATUS CHANGED: closed 
01/31 12012 Oroer to Dismiss 
01/31/2012 Dismissed by Motion of the Prosecutor with hearing (118-6409(1) 
Disturbing the Peace-Willfully Disturbs Neig l1borhood) 
ConnecUon: Public 
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United States District Court 
------ For The District of Utah, Central Division ----__ 










vs. Case No 
07 -CR-00272 WFD 
HOlL! lUNDAHL, 
Defendant. 
ORDER DISMISSING CHARGES WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND ORDERING THE 
IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF THE DEFENDANT 
This matter comes before the Court on the Government's Motions to Dismiss 
filed in each of the captioned cases. Having considered the motions, and having heard 
argument on the matter, the Court FINDS and ORDERS: 
The Government's motions to dismiss are GRANTED; the charges against Ms. 
lundahl are hereby DISMISSED without prejudice. The Govemment is instructed to 
immediately release Ms. lundahl from custody and provide her with access to any 
property which may have been seized pursuant to her federal indictments. 
The Court further orders that Ms. lundahl's counsel, Mary Corporen, shall take 
all reasonable steps to notify Ms. lundahl's family members of her release. Ms. 
Corporen shall remain appointed as counsel pending Ms. lundahl's successful release 
from custody and return of property seized pursuant to her federal indictments. Ms. 
Corporon shall move this Court to be dismissed from her obligation at such time as her 
appointment is no longer necessary. 
It is so ORDERED. 
DATED this 21st day of January, 2009. 
-2-
Honorable William F. Downes 
Chief United States District Judge 
Sitting by Special Designation 
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HOLL! TELFORD 
10621 S. OLD hiGHWAY 191 
MALAD CITY IDAHO 83252 
208-473-5800 
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ONEIDA COUNTY 
Administrative Action: 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff Case No. 2011-3(b) 
vs. 
HOLL! LUNDAHL TELFORD 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY WITHOUT 
CAUSE PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 
40 (d)(1) ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT 
JUDGE DAVID NYE; FOR CAUSE 
GROUNDS ALSO STATED 
Respondent 
COMES NOW Holli Lundahl Telford and files this motion to disqualify 
Administrative District Judge David Nye without cause as provided under Rule 40(d)(1). 
Plaintiff received notice of the foregoing administrative action on October 14, 2011 when 
she was served an OSC by ADJ Nye by certified mail. Idaho Rules Of Civil Procedure 
Rule 40(d)(1) provides as follows: 
« Rule 40(d)(1). Disqualification without cause. In all civil actions or petitions « 
for judicial review, the parties shall each have the right to one (1) 
disqualification of the judge without cause under the following 
conditions and procedures: 
(A) Motion to Disqualify. In any action in the district court ... 
any party may disqualify one (1) judge by filing a motion 
for disqualification, which shall not require the stating of 
any grounds therefor, and such motion for disqualification, 
if timely. shall be granted. 
(B) Time for Filing: A Motion for disqualification without cause 
must be filed not later (21) days after service of a notice 
assigning the judge to the action ... the motion must be filed 
before the commencement of a . . . contested proceeding or 
trial before the judge sought to be disqualified. 
Although Respondent is not required to set forth a cause to disqualify 
ADJ Nye on this without cause motion, Respondent notices in this motion that for 
I, 
cause grounds also exist - as ADJ Nye received a pecuniary benefit from a partnership 
interest in his former lawfirm Merrill and Merrill for the unlawful and criminal obstruction of 
a federal case involving Defendant Holli Telford as the Plaintiff in re USDC-Idaho case 
no.05-CV-460-E-LHW, by and through complicit criminal acts committed by Nye's 
partners and clients to his former lawfirm, Ladd Brown and Barry Brown. 
Further, as a partner to the lawfirm of Merrill and Merrill, ADJ Nye did 
condone additional extortion of Defendant of millions of dollars in monetary benefits from 
a secured land sale transaction initiated by Respondent, by committing further fraud 
upon a Utah Court in re Fourth JUdicial District Court for the state of Utah case no. 06-02-
1791, wherein the lawfirm Merrill and Merrill and the pocatello lawfirm of Craig 
Christensen, did prosecute the Utah action ex parte without Respondent's participation -
after these lawfirms did successfully cause Respondent to be pre-trial detained in the 
federal prison system for a term of more than 2 years in re USDC-Utah case no. 2:07 CR-
272 - so that Respondent could not participate in either the Idaho federal appellate 
litigation or the Utah state district court litigation, during which time these lawfirms and 
their clients obtained summary judgments in their favor based on ex parte forgery, perjury 
and fraud committed upon the Utah Court to defeat Respondent's legitimate claims. 
The foregoing lawfirm of Merrill and Merrill sustained Respondent's false 
and malicious federal prosecution on the false charge that Respondent had forged the 
signature of Barry Brown on an assignment agreement which the lawfirm of Merrill and 
Merrill through the pe~ured affidavit of Kent Higgins advanced in Idaho federal case nos. 
05-CV-460 and 05-CV-127. The federal criminal prosecution was dismissed upon the 
prosecutor's motion and in the interests of justice in 2009 - upon a determination that 
Respondent never committed any forgery or perjury as alleged against her in USDC-
IDaho case no. 05-CV-460, or any other case where such charges were advanced 
against Respondent. The Federal dismissal jud 
Dated: October 15,2011 
Certificate of Service 
Plaintiff has served this motion by facsimile on 
clerk Diane Skidmore both by email and fax 
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Holli Telford Lundahl 
10621 S.Old Highway 191 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
Appeal No. 39497 - 2011 
In The Supreme Court For The State Of Idaho 
In The Matter Of The Order Re: Holli Lundahl Telford 
Holli Lundahl Telford, 
Petitioner 
vs. 
Honorable David C. Nye 
Respondent 
AFFIDAVIT OF COMPUTER EXPERT REX LEWIS 
IN SUPPORT OF: 
PETITIONER TELFORD'S VERIFIED MOTION TO SUSPEND THIS 
APPEAL AND REMAND THE MATTER TO AN OUT OF DISTRICT 
JUDGE TO HEAR PETITIONER'S ATTACKS ON THE VOID CONTEMPT 
INJUNCTIONS WHICH PETITIONER SOUGHTTO DOMESTICATEAS 
LOCAL JUDGMENTS 
Appeal From The District Court Sixth Judicial District, State of Idaho 
Administrative Action Case NO. 2011-3 
Holli Lundahl Telford 
10621 S. Old Hwy 191 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
P.O.Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
State of Utah 
ss 
County Of Salt Lake 
I, Rex Lewis, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an expert on electronic media and devices to include 
computers. 
2. The petitioner Holli Lundahl Telford has asked me to prepare 
this affidavit regarding certain electronically mailed documents to Oneida 
County District Court Clerk Diane Skidmore throughout the periods of April 
15, 2011 through November 21, 2011, and in particular, from the dates of 
October 13, 2011 through October 28,2011. 
3. It is common knowledge among the expert field of electronic 
media, that when an email dispatches from a given email to a recipient email 
address, that the transmission is completed at the most in 1 hour - if the file 
being transferred is larger than 20 MB and less than 25 MB. 
4. Furthermore, individual email transmissions carrying data 
information larger than 25 MB may not be transferred via email 
transmission. 
5. When an email transmission is sent to a recipient email 
address, depending on the speed of transmission, the transmission is 
deemed received at the most within 1 hour if the file is at maximum load size 
of 25 MB and the transmission speed is slow. If the email transmission is 
not confirmed received at the recipient email address, then a return mailer 
demon is returned to the sender email address confirming non-receipt of the 
attempted transmission at the recipient email address. When no return 
mailer demon is returned to the senders email address, than the 
transmission was successful. This notification response is inherent in all 
email communications irregardless of the host carrier. 
6. Reviewing the email history with District Court clerk Diane 
Skidmore between the dates of April 15, 2011 through November 21, 2011 
on the hard drives of Petitioner's computers, the history shows successful 
transmission of all emails sent by Petitioner to District Clerk Diane Skidmore 
which overall totaled some 85 email communications between the above 
stated dates. 
7. Targeting the dates between October 18, 2011 to October 28, 
2011, Petitioner sent 12 emails to District Court Clerk Diane Skidmore with 
documents pertaining to the above administrative action attached thereto . 
( The largest document file size was 4426 kb as transmitted on October 20, 
2011). Attached hereto as exhibits "1" and "2" are the pdf copied 
transmissions of those emails. As can be seen by exhibits "1" and "2" 
attached, there were no return mailer demons recorded on any of these 12 
independently transmitted emails. Therefore, District Court Clerk Diane 
Skidmore received each and every one of these emails and cannot 
competently claimed that she did not receive same. 
8. I am prepared to testify as an expert for the Petitioner regarding 
this matter at trial, upon approval as an expert witness and compensation 
by the state of Idaho. 
You affiant saith further naught; 
Subscribed and Sworn To Before Me This ~ Day of February, 2012 . 
......,... ....... 1 
f 
J. RYAN ROMERO l 
Notary Public ~ 
State of Utah I 
Commission Number 580504 I 
My Commission Expires June 24, 20,3 § 
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Transcript of 10-28-2011 Conversation With Clerk Janet Duechamps, 
Diane Skidmore, And Oneida County Sheriff Mike? 
Holh: Hi Janet. I need to speak with you. When you spoke to me on the 
phone last week before, while Diane was away at that conference ... 
Janet: Yes. 
Holli: You indicated to me that I couldn't file these documents because I 
had to file them directly with Diane and that I couldn't pay my fees related to the 
district court ... 
Janet: Did we mention the fee part? 
Holli: Yea. I had to file a petition under the foreign judgment act and 
you said to wait until she could take the fees because you couldn't access anything in 
her court office. 
Janet: Uh huh. 
Holli: Anyway. And I told you that I had emailed everything to her and 
you were going to call her and let her know that so that she could draw it down and 
put it into the record.? 
Janet: And she said that she never did find it on her email. 
Holli: I have got all of these documents on her email that have not been 
returned to me. (Holli points to a 14" pile of documents sent to Diane from the 
dates of October 25, 2011 through October 26, 2011.). 
Janet: I don't know. She just said it wasn't on her email. 
Ho1ii: Okay. I'll talk to her right now. (Holli is talking to Diane through 
her open office door.) Hi. I emailed you a whole bunch of documents for that 
administrative proceeding! 
Diane: That's what you said in your email but Holli I . .. as Janet 
indicated to you I did not receive them. 
Holli: Had I known that, I would have brought my computer in. I drew 
down all of the documents that I emailed to you. They are right here in my hand. 
And I can bring my computer back this afternoon and access my sender files and 
show you, I dont' have any return email from you. 
Diane: Well I can show you that I. .. I didn't. .. I just filed ... what I 
did ... what I show is that ... I don"t have any emails. I have this folder for files 
from July (inaudible) 
Holli: You dont have any right. .. 
Diane: and accordingly I sent you a message about these faxes ... 
Holli: Well, that was in Judge Dunn's case. Not in this administrative or 
appeal case. Nobody told me not to file those documents electronically. And I have 
proof on my computer that I emailed them all to you well before the time expired .. 
because Janet told me that I couldn't file any documents while you were away. 
Diane: Well, I believe that you did do it. But if you seen what I have. 
She wrote notes that she only received faxes. .. 
Holli: I didnt fax these to you. Immediately when I did it, I only faxed 
to you a couple of documents. I have a whole list of documents I emailed to you. 
This whole pile I emailed to you. 
Diane: Well .. 
D. Sheriff Mike: Holli. Holli. This is her day off. She doesn't have to put your 
documents into this case ... 
Holli: Well. That's an issue. Because you told me that I could file these 
by email. 
Diane: Hang on just a second. Because why would I stop now. I have 
accepted all of your emails. .. filed all of your emails. 
Holli: Yea, but your emails wasn't rejected on my computer. I have no 
rejection notices. I can bring in my computers. I just pull them down all this 
morning. They should have been filed into the record according to the emails. 
Diane: Okay and I have told you I didn't receive your (13) emails to know 
you sent them! 
Holli: Well, can you explain to me how come I'm no getting a rejection 
email or mailer deamon on my computer? 
Diane: Do you remember the other day when you called and asked me if! 
got something ... 
Holli: I remember you saying that but that's not on point. How would I 
even know that you didn't get it until I was informed this morning. 
Diane: How would I know that you even sent them. 
Holli: I got it on my computer. 
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay. That's it. 
Diane: But I wouldn't know that, Holli. 
Holli: So your not going to file these documents. 
Diane: I didn't say I wouldn't file them. I got to have proof to file. 
Holli: Well. What I'll do is I'll print off my email ... you know how you 
can print down a gmail, sending gmails? I will print that off and separately email 
that to you and call you and ask you if you got that to prove that I emailed all of 
these documents, or I will bring my computer in and show you. 
Diane: That will probably be a good idea. 
Holli: Okay I'll do that. 
Diane: I'm not. .. I have ... this is all your stuff: Holli. I have not 
rejected anything by email. I don't know why you would think I would stop now. 
I just didn't receive them. I don't have them. 
Holli: I also had Janet call you last Tuesday to make sure that you were 
going to draw down all of those documents, if you could do it from Pocatello. 
Because she told me you weren't coming back in. And, and .. 
Diane: I wasn't in Pocatello. 
Holli: In a . .. in a seminar you were at through Thursday? 
Diane: I wasn't in Pocatello I was in Boise and had no access. 
Holli: In Boise, I thought it was in Pocatello. 
Diane: I had no access from Boise. 
Holli: Well, did she get ahold of you on the phone? 
Diane: No. 
Holli: Because she told me she was going to call you. Because I wanted 
confirmation that you received my emails. 
Diane: I called her and (inaudible) 
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay. She says she take records from you ... say it again. .. So 
I don't want to sit here and have to go through all of this ... 
Holli: Here, are all the documents so that you don't have to call me back. 
These are all the documents that are on the emails. If you will receive and file 
these .... 
Diane: And these are having to do with the vexatious litigant proceeding? 
Holli: Yes. These are all the documents that I have emailed to you. I 
brought in extra copies of at least your copies of the top pages so that I can get 
conformed copies back of the caption pages. So if you would like to wait until I 
email you ... or bring my computer in, or you going to be in here for the rest of the 
day? 
Diane: Probably not. 
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay. 
Diane: My hours were over. .. (in audible) 
Holti: I tried to reach you on the phone last night. 
Diane: I didn't get home until about a quarter to one. 
Holli: Okay. I didn't know if you were ignoring me or not. 
Diane: I don't even have ... I don't have caller ID. So I wouldn't have 
ignored you anyway. So I just. We were at the ballgame so. 
D. Sheriff Mike: Okay. So ... 
Holli: So here is all of my paperwork. It's cross layered. Here is each of 
the tops of the caption pages to each document. And on emailing the documents, I 
will go ahead and give you my emails ... I will email you an email or call you at 
home to see if you got it: the proof that I had timely emailed you all of these 
documents. 
Diane: Okay. 
Holli: Okay? Thanks. 
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Appeal No. 39497 - 2011 
In The Supreme Court For The State Of Idaho 
In The Matter Of The Order Re: Holli Lundahl Telford 
Holli Lundahl Telford, 
Petitioner 
vs. 
Honorable David C. Nye 
Respondent 
AFFIDAVIT OF FERRON STOKES 
IN SUPPORT OF: 
PETITIONER TELFORD'S VERIFIED MOTION TO SUSPEND THIS 
APPEAL AND REMAND THE MATTER TO AN OUT OF DISTRICT 
JUDGE TO HEAR PETITIONER'S ATTACKS ON THE VOID CONTEMPT 
INJUNCTIONS WHICH PETITIONER SOUGHT TO DOMESTICATE AS 
LOCAL JUDGMENTS ... 
Appeal From The District Court Sixth Judicial District, State of Idaho 
Administrative Action Case NO. 2011-3 
Holli Lundahl Telford 
10621 S. Old Hwy 191 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
P.O.Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
State of Utah 
ss 
County Of Salt Lake 
I, Ferron Stokes, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and so 
competently attest thereto. 
2. Holli contacted me for a well installation bid on her property in 
Malad City Idaho in May of 2009. I am a licensed well driller in Utah and 
Idaho. Holli informed me that my bid was required to be submitted to the 
USDA department for comparison bids and as soon as her mother signed 
contracts with the USDA Rural Development Department, that this 
agency would be accepting the lowest bid to install a well on the malad 
residence. My bid was defeated by a lower bid by Mountain West Drilling. 
However I won the bid for excavating and installing the well lines from the 
well to the house and for equipment involved in that project. 
3. Consequently, I was at the Malad home on May 19, 2009 
when Ruth Telford, Holli Telford, and USDA agent Lana Duke met to 
execute the required contracts. Many other people were also present. In 
fact, I had already began digging and preping the new well lines because 
Respondent's brother Kimball Lundahl gauranteed payment over and above 
that promised by the USDA agency in order to get the home re- secured with 
primary facilities. I witnessed the signing of the USDA papers between Ruth 
Telford and USDA agent Lana Duke and did perform work on the subject 
property pursuant to the Irrevocable Power of Attorney that Ruth Telford 
delivered to the USDA agent Lana Duke placing Holli in control of all matters 
concerning the property. Mountain West Drilling also signed a contract with 
the USDA agent Lana Duke which permitted them to commence drilling a 
new well. 
4. Since then, I have maintained a professional relationship with the 
Respondent supplying all subsequent care to the well installation and other 
building needs as required. I have also served process for the Respondent 
upon her request and know of the very strained relations between 
Respondent and officials of Oneida County. Finally, I have tendered "in 
home" business opportunities to the respondent. Specifically, the 
respondent is very bright and capable with accounting matters. Accordingly, 
I tendered income tax matters to Respondent under a Power of Attorney 
giving respondent control over personal IRS administrative matters 
concerning my taxes and I referred other low income clients to Respondent 
for the same purposes. In fact, my tax files were one of the files illegally 
seized out of the respondent's home against my expressed demands to leave 
my confidential files in respondent's home - during a search conducted on 
Respondent's home on August 10, 2011. As a matter of fact, during this 
search Lietenant Patsy Sherman called me and asked for permission to seize 
my financial files they had found located in a locked cabinet and on 
Respondent's computers. I directly instructed her that she was not to take 
any of my financial records etc. from Holli's home. She ignored my demands 
and took these records anyway. To date, these records have still not been 
returned to me or to HolIL 
5. Criminal proceedings arose out of that illegal search. Since then 
I have served process for Holli both in her criminal and civil cases pending in 
Oneida County. I know that Oneida County officials have horribly abused 
Holli with judicial process by concealing documents Holli files with their 
offices, by fabricating charges against Holli, by repeatedly in open court 
threatening Holli with contempt when Holli attempts to place the official 
misconduct on the record, and by breaking into Holli's home to conduct 
illegal searches and seizures that are a masquerade for fabricating and 
planting evidence of crimes against Holli. It's remarkable to acutally witness 
this corruption being exercised under color of law. 
6. I am aware that Holli was directed to file her process with 
Oneida County electronically so that Holli would not "personally audio or 
video record illlegal practices by Oneida County." 
7. Holli had been e-filing court and county process since 2009. 
Holli e-filed her administrative process with Oneida County clerk Diane 
Skidmore from October 18, 2011 through October 28, 2011. I became of an 
alteracation Holli had with this clerk on October 28, 2011 when this clerk 
denied receiving every single email Holli had sent this clerk responsive to the 
proceeding to declare Holli a vexatious litigant. I have seen Holli's computer 
files and can confirm that there are no return mailers to indicate these 
transmissions were not received. 
8. Accordingly, Holli obtained a supoena decus tecum seeking 
access to Diane Skidmore's office computer to forensically examine the hard 
drive to verify that Holli's 13 independently transmitted emails / e-filings were 
inentionally deleted by Clerk Skidmore. I personally served this SDT upon 
Diane Skidmore on November 14, 2011. Attached hereto as exhibit "1" is a 
copy of this SDT. I properly obtain a notary on this subpeona to acknowlege 
my service. Attached hereto as exhibit "2" is the videotape CD of the notary 
I obtained on the supoena I served upon Diane Skidmore. Diane Skidmore 
was ordered to appear at Holli's Frank's hearing scheduled for December 1, 
2011 and turn over her computer. I was at this hearing to testify about the 
service. Diane Skidmore was reported to be on an extended vacation and 
hence deliberately violated a court order to appear. To date Holli has not 
been able to obtain this hard drive as impeachment evidence against Diane 
Skidmore. 
9. Holli has obtained a forensic expert to validate that Holli's e-
filings had to have been deliberately deleted by Clerk Skimdore to obtain a 
vexatious litigant order against HoIIL 
You affiant saith further naught; 
Ferron Stokes 
71'1 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me thiV'J day of 
.... --.......,---- .... -~~., 
r - Notary Pubhc I 
CYNTHIA LEWIS 
, '#612541 I I ~ \ 1~ExpireS 
'" I l Augus114.2015 I I ~.,. ,.~... State of Utah ..I 
.. ..-. ___ -..-s ......... -.-e-
Certificate of Service 
f~'20/7/ 
The undersigned certifiies that she faxed the above stated affidavit to the Idaho 
Attorney General Lawrence Wasden @ Fax (208) 854-8071. In addition 
Respondent mailed the foregiong document t orney GeneralLawrence 
Wasden @ P.D.Box 83720 Boise, Idaho 8372 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
Plaintiff: 





CASE NO. ~O(\ - (.,f2.; 1/<1 
vs. ) SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - CIVIL 
~ LUJ..h~~{../ -r~~ . \ I) ~ t.Jtb J/A-r'e; 
Defendant. ~ ~~l" ZfX,( ~ 't: ~ 
_________ --.1) ,A.-.'vl. 
The StaleofIdahoto: On-ei d4 Ctn~~+, Dc ~n2.JCT L~u./l..:r 
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED: ~ Pi~G. SJLs~~ 
rt4-to llPW at the p~e. date and time specified below to testifY in tIle abQye case. 
tv OUJl..-T "z>~t J.u\.{,1r{) tD 'if ~z.-£"1,., #k) j)~ II ~tl@ '1:10 
[ ] to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at 1he taking of a deposition in the a.. tJ.t. • 
above case. 
[ ] to produce or permit inspection and copying of the foHowing docum.ents or o~ects, including 
electronically stored information. at the p.lace, date and time specified below. r6u fL- CFR c.e.: 
~~ f() PetfO~_t4 FCf2.£JJS/t.- tY..awdr1.~Od ()F ~ 
DI2i{)~ 10 tJ£P-lF~ Au.... rREe&iu£i) AU!) D6~ EMA-ILS / e.-~lf.-.ItJt,7 ltilll0t;?: TO 'DU tfZo 1frf:. ~i+~lD4tJr r~M 4--/?'-' I [ J to pennit inspection of the followmg premises atVt&1 date and time specilled -below. m f2..c:il G t+-
. PLACE, DATE AND TIME: tJl\e\rJ..p. ~ Cowz::rlua.se kL t-JDt.Ja:lge2-
~@ (j) ~~ ~ (oll6h ~~z,,5z.., }d l j..Dtl ,I 
ttt? ])~e:fl- it ~t,{ @ 'l~ 3d k. J/.Il~ 
You are fi1l1her 110tified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM· CI'VlL - t 
to produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt of 
court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages 
STATE OF IDAHO 




MATIHEW LON COLTON 
CLERK OF TIm DISTRICT COURT 
BY~~C~ 
DeputyCI k 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I senred fue within Subpoena Duces Tecum on tilt i ~ 
of ~4b~ , -;)bil, on 3t.t..vL pc .S tt'-J. hOOntg1ne witness in 
said Subpoena DuC~ TeCum, at 'ZQ IJ, ~ljj >Tt2eE:r; i1 ~ /_ l1AlAO I {)~ ~~ £ jz... 
by showing the original to 
~nning h.ev , of tile contents thereof. 
DATED this_ r;h-...dayof 'ff)tn'ln1Wc 
Fees .... _ .. _ $, __ -.,...,. _____ _ 
Se . $ /(;;J-NIce ._ .... ' __ -=-:?-____ _ 
'Mil $ I~"--cage ._ ...• ' __ --'._~~L,~ __ ___ ~ 
Total . ___ . $, __ ~::::...~~-____ ....:.. 
'5tt I; ;U-Il'jeO MD ~N),w"10 AGENCY 
Sif?f;r~ Mtr 11k? ,~bf' ~bw 
do/l . TIfLE ( 
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THIRD DISTR.ICT COURT MURRAY COURT 








MOTION TO SET ASIDE JL~G¥iliNT 
Case No: 020201658 DC 
Judge: 
Date: 
JOSEPH C.' FRATTO 
May 29, 2002 
Defendant (s) :. i<.ELLI LUNDlLBL 
Plaintiff' s· Aill~orney(s): j'r.J.ARK TOLSON 
Audio ' 
Tape Number: 02-265 Tape Count: 3530-5920 , 
HEARING 
TAPE: 02-265 .COUNT: 3530-
On record 
This matter is; before the eourt on the defendant's motion to set 
aside the default judgment. 
The default jupgment is set aside. 
To be set for ~rial~. 
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THIRD DISTRICT COURT MURRAY COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
NAR, MINUTES 
Plaintiff, OBJ TO DISMISSAL HEARING 







Defendant{s): KELLI LUNDAlIL 
Plaintiff's Attorney{s): ~~ TOLSON 
-Audio 
Tape Number: 02-345 Tape Count: 545 
HEARING 
TAPE: 02-345 COUNT: 545 
BRUCE LUBECK 
July 8, 2002 
Mark Olsen appearing for NAR. Deft Kelli Lundahl appearing. 
COUNT: 598 
Kelli. Lundall addresses the court regarding her opposition to the 
Judge signing the dismissal. Case was not set on the calendar 
because of the dismissal filed. Deft requesting the Dismissal 
Order to be set aside as she has filed a counter claim. 
COUNT: 1053 
Mark Olsen presents his ag:t.-ument. 
COUNT: 1228 
Court after hearing the arguments and concerned about missing 
documents in the file ordered that the Dismissal Order to be set 
aside. Court to prepax-e a complete file with alJ documents intact 
and set the case for another Pre-trial. 
Case No; 020201658 
Date~ 'Jul 08, 2002 




....... __ . _._ •... - ._- ---c. ........ . 
IIIHJ.III~~1 
020201658 J012$l1747 JO LUNDAHL 
RONALD F. PRICE· 5535 
PARSONS, DAVIES, KINGHORN & PETERS 
185 South State Street, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 363-4300 
Facsimile: (801) 363-4378 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendants 
'. ., . ~ _. 
. , 
, ..... .;'" 
ENTERED IN REGlSTRV 
OF JUDQMEN7:rS DATE IO?-'Ll t iO? 
f 1 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 









MARK T. OLSON; OLSON ASSOCIA.Tl:;S, 
P.C.; ANTHONY C. TIDWELL, D.D.S., 
OLYMPUS VIEW DENTAL AND NAR., 
Counterclaim/Defendants. 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 020201658 
Judge Anthony Quinn . 
Counterclaim defendants' application for award of attorneys's fees came before 
the Court for hearing on 16 January 2003, at 9:00 a.m. Counterclaim defendants Mark 
Olson and Olson Associates, L.C. were present, and plaintiff and counterclaim 
defendants were represented by their attorney Ronald F. Price of the law firm of Parsons, 
Davies. KInghorn & Peters. Defendant and counterclaim plaintiff Kelli Lundahl was 
present, and defendants were represented by their attorney Greg Constantino of the law 
firm of Constantino law Office, p,e. The Court, having considered the papers filed by 
the parties, having heard the arguments of counsel, and having previously found that 
plaintiff and counterclaim defendants are entitled to an award of attorneys' fees under 
Holbrook v. Master Protection Corp. dba Firemaster. 883 P .2d 295 (Utah Ct. App. 1994) 
for prevailing against counterclaim plaintlffKeUi Lundahl on her racketeering counterclaim 
asserted under Utah Code Ann. § 76-10·1601 at seq .• and for the reasons stated by the 
Court at the hearing held on 16 January 2003. awards plaintiff and counterclaim 
defendants attorneys' fees in the amount of $4,517.22. 
Additionally, and for the reasons stated at the 16 January 2003 hearing, the Court, 
on its own motion. hereby strikes any and all papers filed in this matter by Ho1li Lundahl. 
Now, therefors, being fully advised in the premises, and having previously entered 
its order re: counterclaim defendants' motion for summary judgment and related motions, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 
1. That plaintiffs complaint. and all claims asserted therein, be, and the same 
hereby are, dismissed with prejudice. 
2. That counterclatm..aefe~artt- Hom Lundahl's counterclaim, and aU claims 
asserted therein, be, and the same hereby are, dismissed with prejudice. 
2 
r 
3. Judgment is entered in fsvor of plaintiff and counterclaim defendants and 
against-II iii .. luim defendant Kelli Lundahl in the amount of $4.517.22, with such sum 
to bear interest at the judgment rate. 
4. It is further ordered that this judgment against Kelli Lundahl shall be 
augmented in the amount of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees against counterclaim 
plaintiff KelN Lundanl Bxpended in collecting said judgment by execution or otherwise as 
shall be established by affi~t. 
DONE this &3 I day of February 2003 .. 
Approved as to Form: 





200 E. Center Street 
Ore~ Utah 84057 
FILED 
UTAH SUPREME COURT 
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DISMISSAL OF PBT1J10N 
FOR EXTRAORDINARY WRIT 
AS MOOT , 
SUPREME COURT CASE NO. 
20030062 





HOLLI LUNDAHL as . 
. 'Defendant assignee to contiabt 
CIaiIns'of~ Lundahl 
HOLD LUNDAHL as assignee 
To oountercl:8~s [Set off claims] 
Of KeUi Lundahl 
Counterclaim Plaintiff, 
v 
NAR INC~ MARK OLSON, 
: 
Third Judicial District Q)urt case 
no. 020201658 
OLSON & ASSO""'/", 3S P.C., 
OLYMPUS VIE\\I DENTAL, 
ANTHONY TlDWELLDDS AND 
DOESCOUNTERCLATh1 
DEFENDANTS 
Petitioner Hoili LUIldah1 hereby moves this court for surnm.ary 
dismissal of the Petition for Extra:ordin.aryrelieffiled with this comtby 
Holli Lundahl on January 23) 1003 and which soughtto compel Judge 
An1hony Quinn to enter a ruling. yea or nea, on LUIidahl's motion to 
intervene pursuant to URCP rule 24(a)and pursuant to 2 Notices to submit 
filed by Holli Lundahl in December 2002 and January 2003 . 
This dismissal is required because said petition bas been rendered 
moot by order entered by Judge Quinnon February 13~ 2003 in re Third 
Judicial District Court case no. 020201858 and attached hereto as exhibit 
u: A". The judgment adds Rolli Lnndab] as a party to the action by a 
ruling 011 the merits of Holli Lundahls counterclaims subject matter of her 2nd 
First Amended Counterclaim filed wih the trial court on December 6, 2002; 
therefore implying that thecourt granted Rolli Lundahfs motion to 
intervene and mooting petitioners request herein to direct Judge Quinn to 
enter a ruling on LUNDAHVs Notices to Submit for decision LlNDAHL's 
inotion. to intervene. 
In addition to the foregoing, onJanwrry 31, 200~ Holli Lundahl 
filed chapter 13 banlautpcy. As the defendant assignee to the OLYMPUS 
VIEW dental contract and the underlying case hereir!, this court is 
permanently enjoined by the automatic stay of thebankmptcy code from 
further addressing any matters subject of theproceedings before Quinn's 
coUrt. Accordingly this court should dismiss tllese writ proceedings for 
lack of subject matter jurisdiction as" a pondisposiiioD.a1 ruling fuat will have 
no impact upon enforcement of the automatic stay. 
Dated: March 28~ 2003 ~i~ 
Holli Lundahl 
Certificate of Service 
The undersigned certifies that she served this motion for summary 
dismissal upon the following parties: 
Brent Johnson 
Atty for Judge Quinn 
450 S. State Street 
SLC, Utah 84111 
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H 
Supreme Court of Utah. 
HoUi LUNDAHL, Petitioner, 
v. 
The Honorable Anthony QUINN, Respondent. 
N.A.R. INC., Mark T. Olson, Olson & Associates, 
P.C., Anlhony Tidwell, D.D.S., 
and Olympus View Dental Center, Respondents and 
Real Parties in Interest 
No. 20030062. 
April 1,2003. 
Rehearing Denied ApriJ 1,2003. 
Pro Sf litigant sought to intervene in underlying 
collections action. The District Court, Salt Lake 
County, Anthony B. Quinn, J., refused to address 
litigant's legal filings. Litigant petitioned for 
extraordinary writ. The Supreme Court held that: (I) 
when an individual avails herself of the judicial 
machinery as a matter of routine, special leniency on 
the basis of pro Sf status is manifestly inappropriate; (2) 
litigant would no longer be afforded reasonable 
indulgence; (3) litigant's petition was frivolous on its 
face; and (4) real parties in interest were entitled to 
attorney fees and double costs for defending action. 
So ordered. 
West Headnotes 
ill Attorney and Client €=;:::>62 
45k62 Most Cited Cases 
Supreme Court is generally lenient with pro se litigants. 
ill Attorney and Cliellt €::;;:>62 
45k62 Most Cited Cases 
When an individual avails herself of the judicial 
machinery as a matter of routine, special leniency on 
the basis of pro se status is manifestly inappropriate, 
particularly wben the filings in question are routinely 
frivolous and have been brought with the apparent 
purpose, or at least effect, of barassment, not only of 
Page I 
opposing parties, but of the judicial machinery itself. 
ill Attorney and Oient €=;:::>62 
45k62 Most Cited Cases 
Pro se litigant who had history of filing numerous pro 
se actions would no longer be afforded reasonable 
indulgence, and thus, litigant would be charged with 
full knowledge and understanding of aU relevant 
statutes, rules, and case law, where litigant had cbosen 
to make legal self-representation a full-time hobby, if 
not a career. 
ill Attomey and Oient €=(I2 
451c62 Most Cited Cases 
Supreme Conn deemed any argumentby pro Sf litigant 
that attempted to distort Jegal authority for purpose (If 
evading or circumventing proscription against 
unlicensed practice of law as not brought in good faith, 
for purposes of litigant's petition seeking extraordinary 
writ allowing berto intervene in underlying collections 
action, where litigant bad been expressly infonned in 
the past that she could not represent the legal interests 
of other persons and litigant cited statute prohibiting 
practicing law without a license in petition. 
U.C.A.l953.78-9-101(3). 
rnCosts~ 
102k2 Most Cited Cases 
Pro se litigant's petition for extraordinary writ, 
requesting an order directing triaJ court to allow her to 
intervene as a matter of right in underlying collections 
action, failed to comply with requisite standard for 
asserting such a petition, and thus, petition was 
frivolous on its face; rule governing substitution of 
parties provided proper mechanism, jf any, for litigant 
to obtain relief she requested, and litigant did not 
document basis in law for bringing such a petition nor 
did she even purport to argue in favor of a good faith 
extension or modification. Rules Civ.Proc., Rules 
25(c},65B(a}. 
J§1 Parties €=S8 
2117108 Most Cited Cases 
Courts cannot be compelled to recognize a substitution 
02005 Thomson/West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
\'A 'I 
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IHC, No. 20010336. The response to the 
instant petition also contains some very 
troubling allegations that Honi has appeared at 
hearings and misrepresented herself as Kelli 
acting pro se. Respondents have attached an 
affidavit stating a person other than Kelli has 
appeared at hearings and represented herself 
as Kelli. We note that this affidavit does not 
explicitly identify Holli Lundahl as the person 
appearing; we also note some of the 
allegations are not supported by affidavit and 
are hearsay. We therefore make clear that 
they do not affect our decision today. 
FN4. Subsection 78-9-101(3) of the Utah 
Code contains substantially the same 
provision. Initially scheduled to be repealed 
on May I, 2003, the repeal date has been 
extended to May 3, 2004. See H.B. 349 81, 
2003 Gen. Sess. (Utah) (enacted). 
I.1l **7 We offer no ruling at this time regarding 
whether Holti has violated the proscription "1003 on 
the unauthorized practice of law. Nonetheless, it 
remains pertinent to our purposes here that she actually 
cited section 78-9-101 of the Utah Code in her petition 
and that she has been expressly informed in the past that 
she cannot represent the legal interests of other persons. 
[FN5] Consequently, we deem any argument that 
attempts to distort legal authority for the purpose of 
evading or circumventing the proscription against 
unlicensed practice as not brought in good faith. 
~E.g., Lundahlv. Alta View Hospital, No. 
20020749 (letter from court dated October 23, 
2002). 
**8 Rule 33(b) of the Rules of Appellate Procedure 
provides: "[ A] frivolous appeal, motion, brief, or other 
paper is one that is not grounded in fact, not warranted 
by existing law, or not based on a good faith argument 
to extend, modify, or reverse existing law.~ With this 
standard in mind, we turn to the present petition. The 
underlying collections action was commenced against 
Kelli as a defendant. The plaintiffs eventually agreed 
to dismiss the action with prejudice, apparently due to 
settlement of the claim. However, the case continued 
fonvard because Kelli elected to pursue a counterclaim 
against the plaintiff and other parties. On November 
2S, 2002, the district court granted the counterclaim 
defendants' motion for summary judgment and directed 
counsel to prepare the order. According to Hom's 
petition, Kelli assigned her claims on December 4, 
2002. Holli asserts she then moved to intervene [FN6] 
on December 6, followed by numerous motions and 
objections. The counterclaim defendants moved for 
attorney fees, and the district court scheduled a hearing 
on that matter. Apparently, an order relating to the 
November2S ruling was filed on December 27, and the 
hearing on attorney fees was conducted on January 16, 
2003. The transcript of the January 16, 2003, hearing 
before the district court indicates Kelli appeared and 
was represented by licensed legal counsel. It is not 
clear whether Holti was present at the hearing. The 
district court indicated it would award a fixed amount 
of attorney fees and directed the counterclaim 
defendants' counsel to prepare an order. The district 
court stated it would not address Holli's pleadings 
because she was not a party to the case. It also 
specifically stated it would not allow HoHi to appear as 
a party unless she filed a motion for substitution 
pursuant to rule 25(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. Holli then brought the instant petition, 
requesting an order directing the district court to allow 
her to intervene as a matter of right. 
FN6. The respondents to the petition dispute 
whether this motion was actually tiled. They 
assert Holli obtained a date-sta mped copy 
without leaving a copy for the district court. 
While these allegations are also troubling, 
resolution of the conflicting allegations is not 
material to our decision here. For the limited 
purpose of reviewing this petition, we will 
assume the motion to intervene was in fact 
filed. 
ill **9 Based on the documentation provided by the 
petition, [FN71 it is not warranted by existing law. A 
petition for extraordinary writ may be brought only 
where "no other plain, speedy and adequate remedy is 
available." Utah R. Civ. P. 6.5B(a}. While Holli 
acknowledges this standard, her petition manifestly fails 
to comply with it. 
(:) 2005 ThomsonlWest. No Claim to Orig. U.s. Govt. Works. 
Case 4:05-cv-00127-RCT Document 8-1 Filed 04/27/05 Page 13 of 15 
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FN7. The bulk of the allegations of fact in 
Holli's petition are argumentative, conciuSOf)', 
or irrelevant Because this court does not 
have access to the record, it must necessarily 
rely on those facts. and documents properly 
derived from that record and submitted as part 
of the petition to guide its determination of 
frivolousness. 
ffilI1lW **10 Where a chose in action is purportedly 
conveyed after a legal action concerning it already has 
been filed by the original party in interest, the assignee 
may be required to obtain a substitution of parties 
according to the dictates of rule 25(c) oftbe Rules of 
Civil Procedure; specifically: "the action may be 
continued by or against the original party, unless the 
court upon motion directs the person to whom the 
interest is transferred to be substituted in the action. II 
Utah R. Civ. P. 25(c). While rule 25(c} speaks in 
pennissive rather than mandatory terms, it is clear 
courts cannot be compelled to recognize a substitution 
of parties at the whim of the movant See, e.g .• Calder 
Bros. Co. v. Anderson 652 P.2d 922, 927 n. 6 (Utah 
1982) (upholding denial of motion for substitution of 
real party in interest, where motion was filed 
subsequent to default judgment). *1004 The provision 
that the action "may be cootinued by or against the 
original party," un1ess the court grants a motion for 
substitution, preserves the court's inherent power to 
manage the case without undue disruption, confusion, 
or interference . .lE!i8.l See Briggs v. Hess, 122 Utah 
559.561. 252 P.2d 538, 539 (1953). 
FN8. One ofHolli's asserted justifications for 
seeking an extraordinary writ is her claim that 
the time for filing a notice of appeal began to 
run on December 27, 2002. The real parties in 
interest, on the other hand, assert that order 
was not a final judgment. Regardless, where 
a timely motion for attorney fees is interposed, 
the time for filing a notice of appeal does not 
begin to run until a fmal order fixing the 
amount of those fees is entered. See Promax 
Dev. Corp. v. Raile. 2000 UT 4, 1 15.998 
P.2d 254 ("(AJ trial court must determine the 
amount of attorney fees awardable to a party 
Page 5 
before the judgment becomes rmal for 
purposes of appeal."); see also Sit11ler v. 
Schriever. 2000 UT 45. 1 19,2 P.3d 442. ]n 
this case, the final order on the motion for 
attorney fees had not been filed at the time 
HoUi submitted this petition, and, in any 
event, HoUi's own failure to timely move for 
substitution does not create an emergency 
necessitating this court's intervention. 
00 **11 Holli instead improperly moved to intervene 
as a matter of right under rule 24(a). IFN9] Rule 24(a) 
grants a right to intervene, upon "timely application," 
where the applicant "claims an interest relating to the 
property or transaction which is the subject of the 
action." Hom, however, cannot claim an independent 
interest relating to either prop erty or a transaction 
because the fttransaction" at issue is the alleged 
conveyance of the chose in action itself. If courts were 
to countenance such subterfuges, it would confer an 
unconditional right to intervene on the entire universe 
of individuals or entities legally capable of accepting 
the assignment of a cause of action. 
FN9. Holli additionally relies on rule 17(a) of 
the Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 17(a) 
requires actions to be brought in the name of 
a real party in interest. It also prohibits 
dismissal of the action "on the ground that it is 
not prosecuted in the name of the real party in 
interest," until the court has appropriately 
examined the issue. This rule plainly is 
inapposite. There is no question the 
counterclaims initially were brought in the 
name of a real party in interest. Also, the 
basis for dismissal of the lawsuit had nothing 
to do with Holli's belated assertion that she 
should be allowed to intervene; indeed, the 
district court granted summary judgment 
before Holli received her purported 
assignment. 
** IZ Consequently, the district court's justifiable 
refusal to address a multitude of last-ditch, disruptive 
legal filings was well within its discretion and 
supported by Holli's failure to avail herself of the 
procedural rule designed to afford her the relief she 
02005 Thomson/West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
Case 4:05-cv-00127-RCT Document 8-1 Filed 04/27/05 Page 14 of 15 
67 P.3d 1000 Page 6 
67 P.3d 1000,470 Utah Adv. Rep. 28, 2003 UT II 
(Cite as: 67 P.3d 1000, 2003 UT 11) 
claimed. Holli has documented no basis in law for 
bringing a petition for extraordinary writ. Nor does she 
even purport to argue in favor of a good faith extension 
or modification. Instead, the legal analysis she presents 
in support of her petition is confined to a condusory 
assertion that she has a statutory right to intervene, 
accompanied by severaJ manifestly inapposite citations. 
Where rule 25(c) provided the proper mecbanism, if 
any, for Holli to obtain the relief she requests,.lfl:llQl 
her petition for extraordinary relief is frivolous on its 
face. 
FNlO. Since rule 38 of the Utah Rules of 
A(!pClIate Procedure allows the appellate court 
to independently determine proper substitution 
of parties , HoUi would not have been deprived 
ofber right to seek substitution even if she bad 
brought a proper motion for substitution and 
the district court had failed to rule on it prior 
to entry of final judgment. Assuming, without 
deciding, that a motion for substitution 
brought just prior to entry of final judgment 
would not toll the time for filing a notice of 
appeal, the right to appeal would remain 
vested in Kelli, and HoUi could employ rule 
38 to pursue her claim of substitution before 
the appellate court. 
ll!!l **13 We therefore tum to the appropriate 
consequence for filing a frivolous pleading. Rule 33(a) 
ofthe Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure provides that 
"if the court determines that a motion made or appeal 
taken under these rules is either frivolous or for delay, 
it shall award just damages." .lftU.U Pursuantto this 
provision, the real-party-in-interest respondents have 
requested costs and attorney fees. See Utah R. App. P. 
ll{£)ill. We bold N.A.R. Inc., Mark Olson, Olson & 
Associates, P.C., Anthony Tidwell, D.D.S., and 
Olympus View Dental Center are entitled to attorney 
fecs and double costs for the time and resources 
expended in *1005 defending against this frivolous 
petition. We direct the district court to determine the 
amount of those sanctions and to take whatever other 
actions it deems appropriate within its jurisdictional 
authority. 
FN II. For purposes of this rule, "a motion 
made or appeal taken" necessarily includes all 
filings that are submitted to this court. 
Otherwise, parties would be excused from the 
consequences of filing a frivolous petition for 
discretionary review. 
LUl "'14 We also wish to address HoUi's history of 
consuming judicial resources without demonstrating 
adequate legal justification. Although certain fees are 
assessed against parties who avail themselves of the 
services of the courts. the judiciary of this state is 
largely funded by the taxpayers. It stands to reason that 
HoUi should not be allowed to harass the judiciary of 
this state at public expense. While this court does not 
deem it appropriate at this time to assess a flOe 
specifically designed to compensate the state for the 
resources HoUi has consumed with frivolous litigation, 
there remains the matter of filing fees. Ordinarily, 
where litigants cannot afford to pay a filing fee, that fee 
is waived so that poverty will not create a de facto 
barrier to access to the courts. Holli routinely bas taken 
advantage of the affidavit of impecuniosity to obtain 
virtually cost-free access to this court. Under the 
unusual circumstances of this case, and in light of ber 
previous multitude of filings, this court enters the 
following ruling directed to the Clerk of the Utah 
Supreme Court: In any future tiling of a petition for 
discretionary review by Holli Lundahl, the Clerk shall 
allow ooly a conditional waiver of the filing fee. In the 
event HoUi's pleadings violate rule 33 of the Rules of 
Appellate Procedure, the conditional waiver of the fee 
will be revoked and Holli Lundahl will be barred from 
submitting any future filing of a petition for 
discretionary review until the filing fee is paid 
**15 Furthermore, any motion for sanctions brought 
by an opposing party, or on the court's own motion, 
shall be judged by the standard set forth above. 
Specifically. Holli shall not receive any leniency of 
treatment based merely on nominal pro se status. Other 
courts of tnis state may take note of our ruling and 
respond appropriately. The courts of this state possess 
the powers necessary to maintain the orderly disposition 
of matters brought before them. including the power to 
levy sanctions and, in appropriate cases, to hold in 
contempt the parties who appear before them. 
© 2005 ThomsonlWest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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MARKT. OLSON; OLSON ASSOCIATES, P.C.; 
ANTIloNYC. TIDWELL, D.D.S" OLYMPUS VIEW 
DENTALAND NAR., 
Counterclaim/Defendants. 
ORDER AWARDING ATTORNEYS' FEES AND 
DOUBLE COSTS AGAINST HOLU LUNDAHL" AND 
JUDGEMENT AGAINST HOLU LUNDAHL FOR 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND DOUBLE COSTS 
Civil No. 020201658 
Judge Anthony Quinn 
Plaintiff and counterclaim defendants' (the "Moving Parties") Motion For Award Of 
Attomeys' Fees And Double Costs Against Holli Lundahl, And For Other Relief (the "Motion") 
\t~1I 
came before the Court for hearing at 8:30 am on Thursday, 19 February 2004. Ronald F. Price 
of the lawfirm PETERS SCOFIELD PRICE A Professional Corporation appeared on behalf ofthe Moving 
Parties. Additionally, counterclaim defendant Mark T. Olson was present No other persons or 
parties were present Thus, Holti Lundahl did not appear. Additionally, defendants Kelli Lundahl 
and John Behle did not appear and were not represented by counsel. 
The Court, having reviewed the Motion, the supporting memorandum and the affidavit of 
Ronald F. Price filed in support of the Motion, having determined that Holli Lundahl was properly 
served with the Motion, the supporting memorandum and the Price affidavit, having determined 
that Holli Lundahl was properly served with notice of the hearing on the Motion. being duly advised 
in the premises and upon good cause showing, hereby enters the following order and judgment 
with respect to the Motion: 
1. Pursuant to the ruling of-the Utah Supreme Court in the case of Lundahl v. Quinn, 
67 P .3d 1000 (Utah 2003) that the Moving Parties are entitled to recover from Holli Lundahl the 
amount of attorneys' fees and double costs incurred by the Moving Parties in connection .wlth 
. . 
responding to, and as a result of, the Petition for Extra Ordinary Writ Directed to Judge Anthony 
Quinn of the Third Judicial District Court Pursuant to Rule 65B (the "Petition") filed by Hom 
Lundahl in connection with this matter, and pursuant to the Utah Supreme Court's instructions in 
the Lundahl opinion that this Court determine the amount of those attorneys' fees and double 
costs to award and to enter such an award against Hom Lundahl and in favor of the Moving 
Parties, the Court hereby ORDERS that Holli Lundahl shall pay to the Moving Parties the sum 
of $4707.50 for attorneys' fees which the Moving Parties incurred in connection with responding 
2 
to the Petffion, and the additional sum of $598.70 for double cosis Which the Moving Parties 
incurred in connection YiIfh responding to tile Petition. This order shan constitute a judgment 
against Hofli Lundahl. 
DONE this 11 
BY THE COURT 
3 
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I hereby certify that on the 23nl day of February 2004, and on this? day of March" 
2004, a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER AWARDING ATTORNEYS' FEES AND DOUBlE 
COSTS AGAINST HOLU LUNOAHL., AND JUDGEMENT AGAINST How LuNOAHL FOR ArrORNEYS' FEES 
AND DOUBLE COSTS was serv~ in the manner indicated to the following: 
Gregory M. Constantino 
Constantino Law Office, P.C. 
68 South Main Street, Suite #600 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Facsimile No. (801) 530-1333 
Hom Lundahl 
200 East Center Street 
Dram, Utah 84057 
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